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ABSTRACT

Legal punishment has throughout the ages provoked a range of emotional responses from

members of society. However, at least since the end of the age of Absolutism legal

punishment has embarked on a trend toward the removal of punishment from public

view. While this trend in punishment offers certain advantages, it has in some respects

created an ambivalence toward the institution and its actívities, so that greater numbers of

individual citizens are unaware of the many operations that are carried out behind prison

walls in the name of justice. The purpose of this study was to determine in some measure

the sensibilities - thoughts, feelinç, ideals - of Canadian citízens about legal punishment.

The study focused on the Canadian capital punishment debate of 1987 as a historical case

for the analysis of human reactions to the processes of penality on a wider scale. The

study focused on statements made by participants in the debate, categor¡zed as politícians

(participating in the official House of Commons debate), members of the press, and

members of the public, as recorded in government sources and news items. The

statements were analyzed on the basis of the work of Durkheim on punishment, which

emphasized the 'solidarity - producing effects of punishment', and the Eliasian tradition

within the sociology of punishment - which emphasizes the influence of changing

sensibilities on the selection of penal methods. The study demonstrated that Canadian

sensibilities about punishment are variegated and intensely expressed. The results of the

study also showed that legal punishment remains now, as before, an institution which has

strong connections to profound questions about the nature of personhood and the

meaning of collective life.
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INTRODUCTION

Throughout Western history, the legal punishment of offenders has drawn an

expressive reaction from members of the wider society. One would undoubtedly be hard

pressed to discover an era in which the institution of punishment was regarded by

indíviduals with indífference, or complete lack of interest. ln contemp orary society, the

advent of mass communications enables one to wítness 'individual reactions,to legal

punishment across continents, and within one's own community, even while one sits at a

distance from such events. lndeed, the public interest in legal punishment has not gone

unnoticed by media outlets which carefully chart the course of events of noteworthy

criminal trials for a public willing to consume this particular interpretation of events. Civen

the wide influence of television, the details of the trials of heinous criminals which are

priorized by the media are presented so that the events of the trial, the crime itself, and

biographical information on the accused are disseminated and later discussed widely

among the population at large. lndeed, the public's eagerness to consume such

information demonstrates, to some extent, an interest ín the normative process by which

criminal offenders are sanctioned - so much so that when judgements are eventually

handed down on a particular case one only has to consult'letters to the editor, sections of

daily newspapers to verify that personal 'judgements' are made on these same cases by

individual members of society on a regular basis. Moreover, the widespread interest in

legal punishment of individual offenders has been the focus of what at times appears to be



a media blitz on the incident of violent crime and punishment in the Western world. ln

this way such media attentíon to these events has been referred to as ,the commercial

impulse which follows the deviant impulse' - and at the present time these trends show no

signs of dissiparion (Alaton,1 993).

Thus, the contemporary societal interest in punishment and the reaction whích may

be observed is to some extent under the influence of the media which tends to present

the public with an ever greater range of information with respect to the proceedings of the

particular case. Yet, the subject of this thesis concerns the problem of the ,reaction, to

legal puníshment itself. Long before the advent of television news, indívidual members of

society were reacting to punishment in an 'expressive' fashion - revealing, in the process, a

diverse range of emotional expression which is observable today.

Curiously, very little has been written in the social sciences about the societal

reaction to punishment. The body of work which does exist is made up of theoretical

treatises, insightful scholarly efforts by some of the hallmark figures of the sociological

tradition - such as Durkhe¡m (1933) Mead (1918) and carfinkel (1956). tn addition

psychological analyses of the individual criminal were undertaken by Freud (1962) and

later redeveloped by Carland (1990) to explain the hidden motivations of those members

of society who express an intensified 'desire to punish' in their reactions to the legal

punishment of offenders. Other social science research efforts to understand aspects of

the societal reaction to punishment include those of Brillon (1gs4) who analyzed Canadian

attitudes towards punitiveness, discovering in the process a host of variables (such as

'ídeology', 'education' and 'age') which correlated with the individual propensity for



'punitÍve attitude'toward legal offenders. Others, such as Hamilton and Sanders (1988)

compared everyday sanctioning norms in the United States and Japan, and discovered that

sanctioning norms were determined in part by the wider cultural conception of 'self. The

authors demonstrated how the American concept of the 'ísolated self and the Japanese

concept of the self as 'one node in a network of relationships' influenced the type of

sanct¡oning norms selected by respondents in the respective countríes : American

respondents preferred sanctioning norms which 'isolated' the offender, while Japanese

respondents tended to prefer sanctioning norms which promoted a reintegration of the

offender into his or her network affiliations

While the societal reaction to punishment has been of only tangential interest

within the socioloW of punishment, recent research on the 'cultural import' of punishment

has provided insight into the processes by which punishment (long recognized as an

institution shaped by the culture whích surrounds it) acts as a producer of culture, or the

ways in which punishment'creates social meaning' (Carland,1990). Such analyses are

significant to the study of the societal reaction to punishment to the extent that social

reactions to punishment are shaped in part by the meanings , or the content of penality,s

depiction of authoríty or the individual subjea in contemporary society. These processes

will be discussed further in upcoming chapters.

An analysis of the societal reaction to punishment can contribute to the growing

body of research within the sociology of punishment which emphasizes the 'expressive,

aspects of penality. While theoretical competition within the sociology of punishment has

trained many observers to attempt a 'total explanation' of punishment utilizing a single



perspectíve - the result has been a lack of emphasis on this expressive side to the

institution of punishment - instead, research has tended to focus on the ,instrumental,

aspects of the institution. This thesis is an attempt at theoretical integration; while the focus

of the study is the expressive aspects of punishment, its instrumental side is also examined,

hopefully resulting in a study of punishment that is more comprehensive in its scope.

Moreover, the socioloW of punishment has never been more valuable to the overall

understanding of the institution of punishment and its operations in social life, than it is

today. lndeed, modern punishment is in the midst of a 'crisis of self definition' . The

'rehabilitative ideal'which directed penal polícy and practice in the current era has come

under such widespread attack that the modern institution of punishment has lost its

ideological foundatíon. ln this way, the institution of punishment is currently engaged in a

process of redefinition, and on this journey toward self understanding faces the task of

determining'whether the socíal processes and ramifications of punishment can be

contained within specialised institutions of any kind' (carland,1990). civen this, it seems

necessary to examine what the implications of this state of uncertainty in punishment have

been, or the effect such a crisis has had on the society at large - or the ways in which

citizens think and feel about punishment in the current epoch. The emphasis this study

placed on expressive reactions of members of society to legal punishment brings out

various themes which characterize the current crisis of punishment.

The practice of capital punishment has been a top¡c of some scholarly interest ,

having inspired works from a variety of fields, including sociology, as well as a plethora of

books and articles on the subject from diverse range of historical and philosophical



perspectives. The practice of capital punishment in Canada is treated in this study as a

phenomenon through which one may examine the societal reaction to punishment . ln

this study, the debate of 1987 serves as an historical case through which we can analyze of

attitudes, opinions, and sentiments about punishment . The capital punishment debate

took place in the House of Commons between February and June 1987. This study

examines statements made by indivídual members of the Canadian public, as well as the

discussions which took place in the House of Commons between February and June lg1z

as recorded in Hansard. Newspaper and magazine articles and letters to the editor

sections of major newspapers were also examined for expressive statements by Canadian

indíviduals about capital punishment and issues surrounding the administration of justice in

Canada. Participants in the debate were divided into three categories: 'politicíans,,

members of 'the press', and ,members of the public'.

The history of the practice of capital punishment in Canada also offers much ínsight

into the contemporary cultural attitudes which have been formed with respect to

punishment in society. The stren$h of the conviction which characterized the statements

of those who participated ín the Canadian capita punishmentdebate of 1987 serves, to

highlight the important moral and intellectual challenge which issues of penal policy and

practice pose to members of Canadian society - academics, politicians, and laypersons

alike' The aim of the following study is to help further our understanding of the problems

we are facing as we attempt to redefine the institution of punishment according to current

sensibilities.



CHAPTER ONE: THE CANADIAN EXPERIENCE WITH THE DEATH PENATTY

1.1 lntroduction

Canada's historical experience with the death penalty was not dissímilar to

the experience of other Western nations. The 'definin$ characteristic of the experience of

many Western nations is a progressive movement toward complete abolition of capital

punishment. The trend toward abolition in the West was stimulated by the social and

political developments beginníng ín the eighteenth century. The origin and development of

the movement toward abolition is discussed in the following pages.

1.2 The Practice of Capital punishment in the West

The abolitíonist movement was given great impetus by events that occurred

in the post World War ll era. Several European nations, including ltaly, West Germany,

and Austria, initiated changes in penal poliry that were indicatíve of a firm abolitionist

stance. This trend toward abolítion was followed by Creat Britain, which, after establishing

a Royal Commission on capital punishment in 1953, proceeded to legislate against the use

of the death penalty for even the most serious of crimes, doing so in 1969. Almost every

other European nation adopted an abolitionist penal policy at one point or another over

the period of the last twenty five years (McKenzíe ,1987). However, a glance at the record

of the United States with regard to capital punishment reveals a somewhat different trend.

fu of 1987, thirty eight jurisdictions still practíced capital punishment, and between 1926

and 1987, carried out a total of seventy executions. During these same years, another

1,874 individuals were awaiting the same fate on death row. The Canadian situation

resembles more closely that of Europe than the United States. Capital punishment is of



course a part of the history of Canada, and at the time of the first settlers was incorporated

for the repression of a wide variety of crimes, as it was in Europe and the United States

(many European nations had practiced capital punishment for several centuries

beforehand). Prior to Confederation, the number of offences punishable by death

experíenced a reduction, a phenomenon which has since been related to the endorsement

of the criminal justíce system of a punitive ideal that stressed more humane methods of

legal repression. The system which was more concerned with correction than punishment

was preceded by a system of justice that explained crimínal behavior in religious terms;

crime was sín: the one who transgressed the written law (and the word of Cod) was

perceived to have done so out of personal choice, and thus, such violations were regarded

as a sign of a corrupt spirit for which redemption was possible, but required sufficiently

harsh methods of penal repression (pfohl,19B9).

While not practiced with great regularity, the death penalty was applied to the most

minor offences in Canada in the eighteenth century, as the following passage describing

eighteenth century Canadian justice accentuates:

Youthful B. Clements, convicted of stealing a cow, was executed the day that
sentence was passed. The judge, in his mercy, saw fit to shorten the waiting pãriod
because of the lad's youth, but his mercy did not extend to respite of senteñcä
(Anderson,1974).

lndeed, legal punishment in pre Confederation Canada was made up of a variety of harsh

practices, some of which include flogging, branding, placement in pillory, severing of ears,

and fines. Moreover, hanging served as a public event, and bodies of the victíms were

laid out on display for public view and to function as a grave reminder of the wages of sin

(Carrigan,l 991).



Yet, the severíty which characterized the institution of punishment in the West for

so many centuries was not to last. The nature of the processes which may be held

responsible for the change in penality have been variously interpreted; different historians

of punishment have emphasized a range of contributing factors in the transformation.of

legal punishment over time. These various interpretations are discussed in the section

which follows.

some researchers, among them pieter spierenburg (1984), have pointed to the

development (beginning in the early seventeenth century) of a 'heightening, of human

sensibilities toward víolence, and the attainment of a level of empathy previously unknown

to humankind. According to Spierenburg, one result of this heightened sensitivity was an

intolerance (initially on the part of socieÇ's elites but later acquired by society at large) for

open displays of violence. Penality, in its current form, was considered excessive from the

perspectíve of the elite sensitívity, and as result, effors were undertaken to bring about

reform of the penal system by reducing the extent to which the scaffold was utilized in the

state's exercise ín penal repression. Thus, the gradual transformation in human sensibilities

is considered the primary cause of the trend in leniency ín punishment that was to follow

(Carland,1990).

Other observers have made equally convincing arguments which point to other

developments taking place in eighteenth century justice that ultimately shaped the couse

of penal history in the West. Foucault (1977) rejected the argument that penal change in

the West was the result of a 'widespread commitment to humane treatment' advocated by

the ldealogues of the eighteenth century. lnstead, the decline in the use of the scaffold

B



was related to 'wíder developments' in the structure of domination ín the West, and

penality is considered to have played an important role in the way power was ,exercised,

in socíety, a phenomenon Foucault believed to have remained to our present day. The

scaffold ritual, designed primarily as a theatrical reaffirmation of the absolutism of the

sovereign, too frequently ended in dismal failure. The crowd of onlookers, summoned to

the site of execution to act in the capacity of his majesty's loyal defenders, were wont to

identify with the accused and turned against the executioner, transforming the ritual of

affirmation into a political threat. Other researchers have described the occurrence of

símilar disturbances in other parts of Europe. ln London, England, the Tyburn scaffold,

which stood between the early Tudor period and 1 783, was the site of 'disorder' and

much unruly behaviour on the part of crowds of onlookers - made up of the London

labouríng poor. lndeed, brawls, ríots, and attempted rescues of accused persons occurred

with great regularity. The state made various attempts to curtail these disruptions to its

offícial ritual, such as the elimination of policies which tended to provoke rebellion, such

as the procession of the accused. Still, the source of the Tyburn riots was related to the

struggle which occurred beneath the scaffold, where corpses fell once the execution was

carried out. The disruption of the ritual was related to the struggle between two groups -

private anatom¡cal researchers (surgeons) who lacked state funding and depended on the

corpses produced by the scaffold ritual for the advancement of their research, versus the

crowd of London poor, intent on preserving the 'integríty' of the physical body for

(primarily) religious reasons. For this latter group, the execution was a traumatic event, in

part due to the loss of a productive member of one's kin (most executed offenders were



between the ages of twenty and thirty). As well, the belief in resurrection after death was

widespread among the London poor, and as a result, the importance of 'proper Christian

burial' was heightened in order that a safe transformation of the soul could take effect after

death. Thus, Sroups of onlookers were led into conflicts at the site of the scaffold for final

possession of the body, and, essentially, to determine whether the body would be

'honoured' by 
" Christian burial or'disgraced' by the scientific practices of dissection

(Linebaugh,1975).

The disturbance at the scaffold obvíously created a political threat for the state that

was severe enough that the reduction in scaffold tortures was not disadvantageous. Still,

there is evidence that in England and Canada, the severity in the use of the death penalty

remained theoretical; in actual practice the death penalty was not applied with great

regularity. ln England, during the eighteenth century the rate of capital convictions

remained stable despite the increase in the number of propeÇ related offences. The

reluctance of jurors to deliver an acquittal was interpreted by the critics of criminal justice

as a signal that penal policies such as the open display of corpses did not achieve the

intended effect of terrifying criminals and serving as a general deterrent to crime, but

rather served to instill in the members of the iury a fear of 'committing judicial murder on

the capítal statutes'. Thus, the current penal policíes served, in the eyes of the critics of

criminal justice, to weaken the enforcement of the law (Hay,1 975).

ln Canada, the developments in criminal justice in the nineteenth century owed in

part to parallel developments in English criminal justice. The Canadian system

incorporated the English statutes, which prescribed a list of categories for which the death
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penalty could be applied. Yet, there is evidence which demonstrates that the death

penalty was not applied regularly, instead the most frequent sanction was the fine. While

the developments in English penal philosophy reoriented the system away from concerns

about 'exemplary deterrent punishment toward correction and began to increase the. use

of measures such as imprisonment and transportation, the Canadian system was restricted

in terms of the alternative sanctions it had at its disposal. lmprisonment for longer periods

of time was not feasible in Canada as early as in England since no 'adequate' institutions

for the purposes of confinement were in existence until after the third decade of the

nineteenth century. lt was during this period that the Canadian penal reformers began to

espouse ideas about the need for Canadíans to build 'effective' institutions of their own.

As previously discussed, Spierenburg demonstrated that elite groups in Western

society tend to develop 'heightened sensibilities' (and initiate críminal justice reform) in

advance of members of lower social strata. Evidence of this phenomenon in the Canadian

context is observable in the recent research into the origins of the Kingston penitentiary.

Smandych (1991) provided evidence that political self interest was among the

factors more directly responsible for creating the conditions which led to the reforms in

criminal law which reduced the number of crimes punishable by death in Canada in the

nineteenth century. While conventional accounts of law reform during this period tended

to emphasize public pressure and public concerns about a 'crime problem' ( due to mass

immigration and erosion of tradítional values) in their explanation for criminal justice

reform in this period, Smandych argued that serious attention was not given to reform

issues until 'l830, when the Tories were elected to power in Canada. Once elected,
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Tories such as Chief justice John Beverly Robinson spearheaded a campaign for criminal

justice reform- The Tory interest in reform and the strident efforts of Robinson ultimately

resulted in the enactment of the Capital Punishment Act of 1833, which served to reduce

that number of offences punishable by death in Canada. ln addition, the Tory effort.

toward law reform was inspired by the 'paternalistic sensibilities' of leading Tories - a

vision of order which included the idea that effective governance would be realized wíth

the construction of efficient institutions (like the penitentiary) - and thus law reform was

deemed necessary since ít was ' in line with the feelings of those whose duÇ it is to

enforce it ' (Smandych, 1991).

1.3 Death Penalty Debate: Towarrd Total Abolition

The capital punishment debate has been raging since the first attempts at penal

reform in the eighteenth century. Since that time, the debate has proceeded

intermittently, flaring into intensity at various historical points. Parliament received

legislative proposals by headstrong abolitionists and committed retentionists, and it is to a

description of this period that this discussion will presently turn.

Capital punishment became a highly debated issue of great controversy after the

First World War. Although, as previously stated, Canada has historically progressed toward

a reduction in the number of offences punishable by death, reform on a major scale is

only a recent phenomenon. Most of the legislation related to the death penalty has been

introduced in the twentieth century; the bulk of it only in the last twenty five years.

By 1914, the movement toward total abolition of capital punishment was well
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underway. The movement's chief proponent, Robert Bickerdike, consistently argued that

capítal punishment was basically 'murder at the hands of the state, and a 'blot on

Christianity'. Propelled by these beliefs, Bickerdike made several attempts, between 1g14

and 1 917, to introduce an abolition bill to Parliament. None of Bickerdike's attempts met

with any success' However, by 1924, a free vote on capital punishment was held, and

while the motion for abolition of the death penalty was defeated, the fact that an official

vote was taken demonstrated that the issue was becoming more controversial. parliament

was of course to argue over the death penalty a great many times over the several decades

that followed.

After a period of remission, the abolitionist movement was reactivated in 1950,

when a private members bill calling for abolition was introduced to the House. Again, like

the succession of bills that preceded i! this bill was defeated. tn 1953 the bill was

introduced once again, and although it was not passed by the House ¡t díd lead to the

formation of the Special joint Committee of the Senate and the House, which held the

mandate to 'investigate capital and corporal punishment and determine the feasibility of

abolition of the death penalty'. The Committee's reportwas issued in 1956. The

recommendation made by the Committee was for retention of the death penalty as well as

the current definition of murder. Despite the recommendation, the abolitionist movement

charged on with characteristic zeal - abolitionists bills were introduced to the House

annually between 1gs7 and 1960. Again, these bills were unsuccessful.

Change, however, was finally brought upon the House in November, 1960.

Parliament introduced legíslatíon that redefined the crime of murder into two types.
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'capital' and 'non capital' murder. Capital murder was a larger category, it included murder

that was ' planned and deliberate ' , murder of a police officer or prison guard, murder

committed while engaging in unlawful acß such as arson, rape or armed robbery. All of

the aforementioned crimes were punishable by death under the provisions set by the

initial píece of legislation. Yet, after the legislation was finally passed into law, capital

murder consisted of murder that was planned and deliberate, murder committed during

acts of pirac/, escape, murder committed while resisting lawful arres! rape, indecent

assault,, forcible abductíon, robbery, burglary, arson, or murder of a police officer or

prison guard. All other acts of murder were punishable by life imprisonment.

lnterestingly, in spite of the change in the definition of murder, most death penalty

sentences were commuted to life imprisonment by the Conservative government in power

(Boyd,19BZ).

ln 1965, the liberal government declared its intention to hold a vote on capital

punishment. The non partisan nature of the debate freed Members of the House from

paÇ commitments, making the issue one of personal conscience. The debate proceeded

until 1967, atwhich time the liberal government proposed legislation to further reduce the

scope of capital punishment: Bill c-168 proposed a single category for capital murder -

the slaying of a police officer or prison guard. Under this bill, all acß of murder outside of

this single category were punishable by life imprisonment instead of death. The bill was

passed, and partial abolition remained in effect until December 29, 1972, when the

moratorium on the bill expired. The legislative compromise of 19G7 was renewed,

however, in october, 1973 for an additional five year trial period.
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Yet, the abolitionist movement at this point clearly had made certain advances.

The additional fíve year moratorium signalled to politicians that abolitionist movement was

in full force and growing. To this end, politicians on either side of the issue were faced

with possibility of a future vote given the intensity of the convictions.

The abolitionist movement had thus become a force for retentionist coalitions and

likeminded politicians to contend with. Already since the debate of 1967 the issues

which rose to prominence, were deterrence and retribution.

Even after this reduction in the scope of punishment, the retentionist movement

was still very much alive. The intensity of the retentionist sentiment was manifest in the

statements made by Members in the 1976 debate on capital punishment - perhaps the

most vociferous debate on the issue in Canadian history thus far. ln July of 1976, Bill c-84

was passed by free vote in Parliament. The bill abolished capital punishment from the

Criminal Code and replaced it with a mandatory life sentence with no parole for twenty

five years in cases of capital murder.

Still, the success of the abolition bill d¡d not stop all debare on the death penalty.

ln the years closely followíng the debate, many attempts were made by restorationists to

introduce bills to parliament. During 1979 and 1980, a total of twenty nine members bills

were introduced to the House, each one calling for reinstatement of the death penalty. ln

1981-82, a series of reinstatement bills were submitted to the House by members of the

public. Reinstatement motions were also heard in the House during these years, and many

of the motions requested a free vote. Sometime later, on January 20, 1983, a private

members bill was introduced to the House calling for the execution of convicted murderer
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Clifford Robert Olson. Reinstatement was again the stated objectíve of a petition

submitted to the House in November of 1984, graced with 2,297 signatures. During the

month of December, 1984, a bill (c209) calling for executíon of mass murderers was

introduced to the House. Following these unsuccessful attempts at reinstatement through

members bills, the public made its voice heard in the House. ln what proved to be the

last of a series, a coalition of restorationists submitted a petitíon to the House that boasted

128, 973 signatures. Almost an entire year later, on March 11, 1986, parliament accepted

bill c272 and agreed to hold a vote on capital punishment. The motion for reinstatement

was finally entered on February 13, 1987 by Deputy Príme Minister Don Mazankowski. ln

addition, the Minister proposed the formation of a Special Joint Committee to study the

issue and determine the types of crimes for which the death penalty would be applied as

well as the means by which executions would be carríed out. The debate on capital

punishment began in the House in April, 1987. An amendmentwas passed and the

debate was prolonged on June 18, 1987. Eleven days later, on June 29, 1987 the

government moved to end the debate and that eveníng a vote was taken in the House and

the motion supporting reinstatement of the death penalty was defeated 148 to 127

(McKenzie ,1987).

Clearly, the practice of capital punishment in Canada has been an issue of great

interest to the political class; the intensity with which the issue has been debated in the

past supports this contention, as previous debates reveal a strong conviction to the matter

by abolitionists and retentionist alike. ln the following chapters, the capital punishment

debate of 1987 is examined through a wider scope of analysis, looking at the political
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classes and the officíal debate in the House of Commons as well as the sentiments (and

therefore sensibilities) of members of the wider public. Toward this end, the study

incorporated varíous theoretical perspectives in the sociology of punishment which

addressed this problem of the societal reaction to punishment , and these works will be

outlined in the following chaprer.
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CHAPTER TWO : THEORETICAL PERSPECTIVES IN THE SOCIOLOGY OF PUNISHMENT

2.1 lntroduction

ln an era when penal phenomena are 'badly understood', where the task has

become to try and understand what punishment is before anything can be ,done,about 
iÇ

the socioloW of punishment has become an important field of inquiry, addressing these

basic questions from a variety of theoretical perspectives, and hopefully, in the process,

helping to trace the future role of punishment in social life.

According to David Carland (1990), the central task of the sociology of punishment

is to understand the institution of punishment as a social phenomenon and trace its role in

social life. obviously, the sociology of punishment has an important if not unique mandate

in attempting to understand this, and therefore may be distinguished from other fields

whích accord the institution of punishment a prominent focus (thus, the sociolo w of

punishment shares with penology the focus on penal institutions , yet offers a wider scope

than the latter).

Carland (1990) also identified some of the factors whích contríbuted to the lack of

a settled paradigm within the socioloW of punishment. Chiefly, the sociology of

punishment has not been the subject of extensive inquiry like other areas in sociology

(such as the family and religion) and this neglect has hindered its search for a solid

paradigmatic fou ndation.

While 'sociologically informed' studies of punishment date back to the founding era

of the field itself, such studies were largely the by- product of projecs with a much wider

focus, and not separate studies on the problem of punishment in society. While the study
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of punishment has attracted ever more scholarly interest in recent years, the field remains

disparate, to the extent that it is represented by a whole series of unconnected studies,

highly diversified in the manner in which the study of punishment is approached.

ln spite of this diversification Carland has identified four main perspectives within

the study of punishment as follows. The 'Durkheimian tradition', whích emphasizes ,social

psychological aspects of punishment'; Marxist studies, which emphasize the role played by

puníshment in 'class based processes of social and economic regulation,, Foucault,s

Discipline and Punish (1977), which addresses punishment as a series of disciplines ín the

service of a power knowledge mechanism which is oriented toward a strategy of

domination and subjectification, and the work of Norbert Elias, on changing sensibilities,

incorporated by Spierenburg who has focused on the influence of changing sensibilities on

penal measures

ln Carland's view, the sociology of punishment would benefit from a more

'integrative' approach, in contrast to the conventional way of operating according to a

single perspective. Therefore, the objective of research is not to uncover a 'single, or

'unitary' essence of punishmenf but to acknowledge at the outset that punishment is

comprised of a variety of aspects, and thus requires an approach which focuses on these

different aspects in order for the true complexity of the institution to reveal itself.

This study has made some attempt to incorporate each of the main perspectives

within the study of punishment today. These different perspectives were utilized where

appropriate, or ' wherever the analytical insights of a particular perspective were useful for

the explanation of a particular aspect of punishment. As a result, the reader will see that
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the thesis does not highlight any one particular perspective in the attempt to understand

the topic at hand.

2.2 Durkheim on punishment

Sociologists of law have long debated the relative importance of law in Durkheim,s

writing. Several scholars have noted that Durkheim's theory of punishment was essentially

a by-product of a larger, ,global, theoretical project (Carland,1990, Nisbet,1g74). Some

have argued that law was an indírec[ or tangential interest for Durkheim, while others

maintained that Durkheim's preoccupation with the study of legal and moral rules is

evident in his major writingsi still others have argued that the crucial point remains not

whether Durkheim set out specifically to develop a sociology of law, but that his work

demonstrated an attempt to ' connect law to the whole ensemble of social existence

(Milovanovíc,1 9BB).

ln light of this, a brief review of Durkheim's broader social theory ís necessary to

place the discussion on punishment in his proper perspective.

Durkheim's initial theory of punishment emerged from his mammoth original work,

the Divisíon of Labour in SocieV (1933). Thís work was the stimulus for his later works

The Rules of Sociological Method (1982), Le Suicíde (1951) and The Elementary Forms of

the Relieious Life (1915).

The central thesis of the Division of Labour is the transition of socíety from

'mechanical solidarity', a more'primitive' condition, to 'organic solidarity,, a more modern

condition. According to Durkheim, this transition is due in part to a breakdown in the

former, and the increasing preponderance of the latter. The focus of this discussion will
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be the manner in which these two forms of solidarity are presented by Durkheim, and the

manner in whích the íssue of punishment figured into his broader argument about the

evolution of society.

The initial argument put forth by Durkheim in the Divisíon of Labour is that o.ne

possible role of the division of labour is to increase civilisation. However, Durkheim argues

further that this cannot be all that the division of labour is, since ¡f that were the case, then

the division of labour would be morally neutral. Yet, Durkheim seeks to determine

whether or not the division of labour is a moral imperative. Therefore, it follows that íf the

division of labour increases civilisation, and cívilisation is a moral imperative, then so must

be the division of labour. ln order to determine whether or not civilisation is a moral

imperative, Durkheim makes an inquiry into the progress of civilisation. Durkheim,s

position is that if morality progresses as civilisation progresses, then ultimatefy, civilisation

must be moral (Durkheim,1933). ln addition, Durkheim further suggests that a standard

measure of morality in society are its rules of action, and by this Durkheim meant rules

and categories that have been imposed on society.

Durkheim proceeds with his inquiry into the progress of civilisation with an

analysis of human attraction. ln doing this, he attempts to display the existence of a

division of labour within human relationships. The main point of the discussion is

Durkheim's claim that two types of attraction are possible between human beings: the first

type of attraction that he proposes is an attraction based on sameness, or similarities. The

second, is that which is brought about by the differences between people. ln regard to the

former type, Durkheim suggests that it is only natural that we are attracted to those that
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are similar to us - for a varíety of different reasons. Possíbly, we think as they do, or for

other reasons we are reminded of ourselves through their actions. yet, in discussing

attraction that is based on differences, Durkheim states that the attraction to persons who

are different from us is due to the fact that they fulfill certain needs, they seem to

complement us. Also , since they fulfill certain needs, it may be argued that there is a

division of labour present, and one which brings people together. According to Durkheim,

it may be argued that by bringing people together, the divísion of labour renders relations

solidary (Durkheim,1933). Thus, solidarity must be associated with morality, because it

brings people together. Yeq Durkheim also argues that sol¡darity is present in relations of

sameness as well- Therefore, his task is to measure the extent to which the division of

labour contributes to solidarity in socieÇ. Durkheim must verify that it is an essential

condition for solidarity (Durkheim,1933). ln order to proceed with this verifícation,

Durkheim classifies social solidarity into two types, which enables them to be measured.

It is at this point that Durkheim reveals the problem - that solidariry is invisible. Solidarity

is essentially the substance of relationships between people. Durkheim notes the difficulty

that is presented when attempting to measure such a phenomenon, and therefore seeks to

obtain an external representation of these relationships; what is needed, is a visible

symbol:

we must therefore substitute for this internal datum, which escapes
us/ an external one which symbolizes iÇ and study the former through the
latter (Durkheim, 1 933).

Durkheim reveals the visible symbol as the law. At thís point, he proceeds to

classify two types of law, which correspond to two types of solidarity (that which Durkheim
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ultimately seeks to measure). One Çpe of law put forth by Durkheim is termed ,repressive

law'' This type of law is one which contains sanctions which serve to condemn members

of society if they should commit an act that is condemned by all, by everyone. These acts

are understood to be a violation of the 'collective conscience' (Durkheim,1933).

According to Durkheim,the collective conscience represents those beliefs and

sentiments that are common to all members of society. The colleaive conscience proves

to be a link between members of society. lt is at this point where the first correspondíng

solidarity is introduced. This linking of the members of society by the collective

conscience promotes a certain type of solidarity, which Durkheim termed 'mechanical

solidaríty'. Due to the link to society by the collective conscience, the strength of the

solidarity must depend on the extent to which the collective conscience overrides the

indívidual consciousness that is also present in each member (Durkheim,1933). ln this

situation, members have no individuality; they cannot develop for themselves but develop

for others only. Nisbet (1974) discussed the central meaning of mechanical solidarity as

follows:

By mechanical solidarity Durkheim means a structure of society built in
the first instance around repressive law, that is, a law of crímes. Crime, we are
told, is an act that offends the collectíve conscience. Punishment has its origins in
the need for society to purge itself, that is, its collective conscience, manifest in
social codes, mores, and taboos, of the guilt created when one of iL members
violates the conscience .

According to Durkheim, when we demand the repression of crime, it is not out of

personal vengeance, but rather vengeance for something we belíeve to be sacred, higher,

outside of ourselves. While Durkheim alludes to the fact that the collective conscience
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must be illusory, since feelings can only exist within a given individual alone, he also notes

that the 'superhuman' quality of the sentiments originates in the ability of these

sentiments to persist over time - it is thus the permanence and universality of these

sentiments that makes them seem so utterly supernatural, beyond the realm of any single

human being. According to Durkheim, the strengh of the reaction will depend on the

intensiÇ of the offended sentiment.

The social character of the reaction derives from the social nature of the sentiments

offended. These sentiments are present in every healthy consciousness and thus, the crime

arouses the same indignation in all members, regardless of whether a gíven member

actually bore witness to the crime or was merely made aware of its occurrence.

For Durkheim, the socíetal reaction to punishment is not understood, then in terms

of individuals acting in isolation. Rather, individuals are perceived to act in unison. This

'reaction'is based on his principle of 'like sentiments attract': essentially, the stronger the

sentiments, the more intense the attraction. Crime tends to bring together individuals in

possession of 'honest consciousness'. The outrage that is directed at the criminal is

intensified when isolated individuals come into contact. Thus, crime, as a víolation of the

collective conscience, is a 'disruption of solidarity'. The process of reacting to crime may

be understood as a 'characteristic functional relationship' among three variables - solidarity,

ritual punishment, and external threats. lmplicit in Durkheim's argument is the principle

that high levels of solidarity inhibit acß of ritual punishment. yet, a third variable, external

threats, is disruptive of this solidarity and equilibrium and drives the communíty into some

form of ritual punishment. Once this ritual is performed, the integration of society is
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restored and 'mínimaf episodes of ritual will occur to maintaín solidarity in equilibrium,

(lnverarity, et al, 19S3).

The second typ" of law classified by Durkheim is titled 'restitutive law,. This type

of law does not contain sanctions that'involve' punishment. This law also involves the

formation of a set of specific representative bodies, each a separate element. lndividuals

are connecred to society as pafticipants in these elements. The type of solidarity that

corresponds to restitutive law is termed organic solidarity. This type of solidarity is

characterized by the tendeno¡ for an individual to move withín his or her own,sphere of

action', a sphere that is specific to him or her. Society is therefore divided, as each of

these spheres are separate. Yet, according to Durkheim, it is precisely due to this

divisiveness that individuals come to depend on each other more. fu well, in this type of

situation individuals are more in need of each other but still enjoy a distinctive mind.

According to Durkheim, it necessarily follows that as society becomes more and more

divided, solidarity will increase:

Here, then, the individuality of the whole grows at the same time as the
parts. Society becomes more effective at movingr=n concert, at the same time as
each of its elements has movements thatare peðuliarly its own (Durkheim,1933).

Durkheim goes further to argue that this type of solidariÇ resembles that which may

be observed in the higher animals. Although each organ has its own special characteristics

and autonomy, the greater the unity of the organism, the more marked the

individualisation of the parts, and Durkheim uses this analogy to describe organic solidarity

as that which arises due to the division of labour.

Durkheim agues that although mechanical solidarity demands a uniformity of beliefs
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of all members of society, there is another factor present that renders it problematic. sínce

there is an absence of the division of labour, there is also no real need to reta¡n members

of society. ln other words, individual members are dispensable. Recalling research on

past societies, Durkheim stressed the tendenry for the source to reveal that individual

members would enter and exit the socieÇ with very líttle disturbance to the overall

functioning of the society - in other words, members could come and go, since as

individuals they made little impact. Yet, in this type of arrangemen! the ties that bind

indivídual members to the society are actually much fewer ín number than those that exist

to bind members to the society characterized by the division of labour. The society

characterized by the division of labour has its members bound to it because those

members perform specific functions, which if absent, would disturb the overall functioning

of the society (Durkheim,1933).

After studying the evolution of societies, Durkheim argues that the ties that bind in

the society characterized by mechanical solidarity have actually become weaker, or looser.

Durkheim argues that it is the determinateness of the states of the collective conscience,

thus, their clariÇ and preciseness that determines the social bonds in society. Moreover,

the number of these determinate states is decreasing. Howèver, he also argues that

individual consciousness continues to grow - in faa, the only collective sentiments that

actually increased in intensity are those that pertain to the individual (as opposed to the

social).

Durkheim concludes, on the basis of all this, that the individual personality

becomes ever more important as society progresses. Overall, the collective conscience
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becomes weaker and more vague. Durkheim suggests that this weakening is not, as some

would argue, merely a brief phase in the history of societies, rather, it is the result of a

long uninterrupted course that originated during the earliest stages of human

organization. Durkheim is thus led to argue that in the ever increasing vagueness that

' characterizes the hístory of societies, the one thing that remains clear is the tendency for

that which pertains to the individual to grow in strengh (Durkheim ,1933).

Thus, for Durkheim, it ís a law of history that mechanical solidarity should
.'', Progressively lose ground. This means that social life must either diminish, or another form

, of social life must take its place: the more societies have evolved, the more they have

developed profound feelings of unity, and there must be a link which brings this about.

For Durkheim, this can be none other than the division of labour.
l

' Clearly, the Division of Labour in Society is a discussion of two social types that

,, possess two distinct forms of solídarity and punishment. One observer has stated that

I Durkheim's objective in this work was'to make the sociological point that different forms:

: of solidarity give rise to different forms of punishment, (carland,1990). Although

I Durkheim has been criticized for providing insufficient data on the societies on which he
.:

ì based his pronouncements (Garland,1990), this has had little effect overall on his success

at positing a 'solid link' between specific forms of punishment and forms of social solidarity.

, ln an article that appeared somewhat later in his scholarly career, Durkheim

, specifically set out to analyze legal punishment as an entity on its own, unrestrained by the

; 'global' concerns that preoccupied earlier works. The article, 'Two Laws of penal

l Evolution' (1900), clearly demonstrated Durkheim,s reconsideration of some of the main
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tenets of his discussion of punishment in the Division of Labour.

Although some continuity exists between the conception of punishment in the

Divísion of Labour and the one offered in the latter article, the latter reflects some

advances in Durkheim's thought. while'repressive law' and /or severity in punishment is

still perceived to decline alongside the progressive evolution of socieÇ, in Durkheim,s later

vision repressive law is considered to vary according to the degree to which the

government in a given society is 'absolute'. Wherever this trend is reversed in the historical

account offered by Durkheim, it is explained as the result of 'politícal power that worked

to neutralize the effects of social organization'flones and Scull,1991). The trend toward

milder punishment was interrupted by deviations along the way that were attempts to

increase the centralization of power in society. Durkheim's first law of penal evolution, the

Law of Quantitative Change, rested on the principle that severity in puníshment varied

according to the degree to which political power was absolute, or the extent to whích

power was in the hands of one individual, where all decisions were made unilaterally, and

where there were no attempts made, in either customary or written law, to check thís

power. The second law, the Law of Qualitative Change, focuses on the tendenry for the

deprivation of liberty to increasingly become the normative type of legal repression.

Durkheim was concerned to show how imprisonment gradually shifted from an

administrative sanction, to its current status as the primary response to criminal behaviour

in society. According to Durkheim, imprisonment was unnecessary in societies where

responsibility for a crime was assumed by the group, as opposed to the individual. The

breakdown of this type of social organization was related to the advent of governmental
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power, and the merger of elementary Sroups in society - which ultimately resulted in the

phenomenon of individual responsibility'. lmprisonment was originally designed to

perform a strictly administrative function - to ensure the bearers of this new

'responsibility' (the offenders) would not take flight.

Durkheim sought a deeper explanation for the prison's rise to prominence.

Durkheim understood that the rise of the prison was tied to the increasing tendency

toward mildness in punishment. Thus, Durkheim looked for an explanation for the decline

in the severity in punishment. First, Durkheim observed that the violence of punishment

became offensive to the onlookers. Crimes against persons began to take on a new

meaning: as acts causing harm to indivíduals became abominable. As Durkheim argued in

the Dívision of Labour. crimes agaínst the collective were perceived as crimes against

something sacred and transcendent. The sacredness of the norm that is violated is

manifest in the level of intensity of the societal reaction to the violation. Therefore, the

application of a severe penalty is an attempt on the part of society to reaffirm the sanctity

of the violated norm. According to Durkheim, the problem ultimately became thus: the

new sensitivity toward the individual allowed for the development of a phenomenon

whereby crimes against the individual began to elicit pity- direaed at both the victim and

the offender. This left a contradiction, namely , the desire to lessen the suffering of one

party by harming another' To Durkheim, the only way to resolve this contradiction was to

reduce the severity in punishment.

Durkheím obserued that these changes tended to reflect a shift in the essence of

the collective conscience. The collective conscience appeared to ever increasingly be
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made up of sentiments pertaining to the individual. According to Durkheim, the

reduction in the severity in legal punishment was therefore tied to the emergence of the

concept of the índivídual as a sanctified entiÇ.

Durkheim's insights into the solidarity producing effects of punishment provided this

study with an excellent theoretical foundation. ln a later chapter, the extent to which

punishment serves as an agent of social solidarity, as well as the 'evolution, in the essence

of the collective conscience toward an emphasis on the individual is subjected to analysis.

ln the following section, the theoretical insights offered by the work of Norbert Elias and

Píeter Spierenburg are provided in some measure.

2.3 Punishment and Changing Sensibilities

ln his critically acclaimed work punish SocieW (1990) David

Carland discusses how our 'civilized' and 'modern' sensibilities are the product of a long

process of development (what he refers to as ímportant psychic and cultural

transformations occurring over tíme). Carland also describes in this work how these

sensibilities have played a central role in the shaping of our institutions of punishment.

Based largely on the work of Norbert Elias on the history of sensibilities in the western

world (197Ð and Pieter Spierenburg on the role of changing sensibilities in the decline in

the use of scaffold punishments (1984), Carland's discussion sheds light on a phenomenon

that is of much sociological import in the late twentieth century - the way we feel as

members of western society, about the punishment of legal offenders.

Structures of sensibiliV, or'culturally varied ways of feelin$, have influenced the

way punishment has been institutionalized over the last several centuries. We are able to
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observe the operation of this trend in the present day: members of Western society

regularly use a set of terms with which to describe a style of punishment. The use of these

terms also reflects certain sensibilities about punishment in modern life. Many of these

terms spring quickly to mind; we are for example, quite apt to classiñ7 various forms of

punishment as 'less civilized' barbaric' and 'cruel and unusual'. These terms describe forms

of punishment that we no longer tolerate, as members of a 'civilized' socieÇ. Elías, analysis

demonstrated how the civilized standard to which we now conform in the late twentieth

century was the end result of an extended process of development. ln other words,

'civilized' conduct is something we arrived at only after hundreds of years worth of change

and growth.

Elias charted this transformation in human sensibilities as it took its course

from the Middle Ages to the twentieth century. Elias posited a typical civilization curve, a

path which any socíety would follow en route to a more refined way of life. One of the

essential components of this process, was a gradual 'tightening' and 'differentiation' of the

controls placed on individual behaviour. These controls, which of course had the effect of

producing an increase in the level of inhibition within an individual psyche, gradually

influenced the development of what we have come to refer to as 'refined' conduct. Elias,

through his painstaking analysis of historical sources, discovered that Western society

gradually shifted toward a more refined public behavioral standard. For example, while

the documents produced during the Medieval era revealed that open displays of human

suffering were commonplace - virtually taken for granted aspects of daily life - documents

dating from the seventeenth century on contained strict bans on the display of all such
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similar behaviours. Thus, the same behaviours that were taken for granted in the Medieval

períod were prohibited from being expressed publícly a century later. ln the latter period,

human suffering was intolerable - unsuitable viewíng for the refined individual occupyíng

public space (Carland,l 990).

lnterestíngly, the efforts toward self control of undesirable impulses and the refrain

from unsuitable public behaviour were not exercísed by all members of society at once.

The evídence presented by Elias suggests that the aristocratic class was the first to exhibit

refined behaviour. Court societies were marked especially by the tenden o¡ for aristocrats

to use 'inappropriate' behavioral performance as a measuring stick to determine which

individuals were truly fit for the court. Thus, members of the court were constantly under

pressure to maintain appropriate behaviours and refrain from any'slip-ups', or regressions.

It was not until years later that refined behavíour slowly began to take form among the

'masses'. violence and aggression became the monopoly of the authorities creating an

everyday life that was more peaceful than that which had existed before. One result of

this was the gradual diffusion of court inspired manners and etiquette throughout the

society at large, a phenomenon that had the more grand effect of allowing for the eventual

development of the refined behavioral standard to which members of Western society are

now socialized to comply.

Pieter Spierenburg,s The Spectacle of Sufferíng (19S4) concentrates on how

changing sensibilities helped shape penal history. ln this work, Spierenburg argues that

changing sensibilities inspired attitudes that created a political and social climate for penal

reform' Spierenbu rg analyzed penal measures that were in place in Arnsterdam between
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1650 and 1 750 - where brutal tortures were administered as standard sanctions. These

forms of punishment had much to do with the state and its attempts to demonstrate the

absolute character of its power. Thus, penal measures such as the punishment of suicides

and policies such as the open display of corpses served to signify the power of the royal

law. YeÇ for Spierenburg, all of thís signified the character of a socíety thatwas tolerant of

open displays of violence and undisturbed by the sight of human suffering (Carland,1990).

Although on certain occasions the plight of the accused on the scaffold did arouse

at least a modicum of sympathy on the part of the onlookers, this compassion was usually

reserved for particular críminals, with whom the public could 'identifo'; toward the

ordinary properÇ offender the onlookers responded with only indifference.

Spierenburg argued that a process began to unfold during the earlier part of

the seventeenth century with respect to changes in human attitudes toward the sight of

violence. Like Elias, Spierenburg argued that change was gradual, originating in the

aristocratic class, but also that this change ultimately led to the genesis of a movement

toward penal reform. According to Spierenburg, the new 'sensitívity' was the impetus for

the series of demands that were ultimately made on officials to implement a gentler, more

humane way in punishment.

ln tracing the development of this historical process, Spierenburg made use of

various cultural materials, such as literary accounts and criminal justice documents

pertaining to executions. fu previously stated, by the middle of the eighteenth century the

elite classes had already developed a notion and/or standard of refined behaviour - and it

was against thís standard that the punitive methods of the day were evaluated.
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Many of these individuals were moved to repugnance by the scene at the scaffold -

repulsed not only by the 'brutality' of the act of punishment itself but also by the ,barbaric,,

'unrefined' behaviour of the onlookers. Thus, the aristocrary began to interpret the

tendenry to take pleasure in the scene at the scaffold as a low class character trait, one

that persons of a more refíned orientation had abandoned. fu a result, measures were

implemented to erect moveable scaffolds, structures that were easily removed once the acl

had been performed. The sensitivity and the trend toward more humane punishment

continued so that by the early part of the nineteenth century the aristocracy had achieved

a higher level of sensitivity. From this poínf the accused individual was regarded as a

fellow human being a 'person' with whom it was possible to identifu. Therefore, this

heightened sensitivity was an important contríbuting factor to the birth of a movement that

was geared toward complete abolitíon of public executions in Europe; an objective which,

with the exception of France, was realized in 1BZ0 (carland,1990).

Carland(1990) lent his own particular insight into the role played by changing

sensibilities in modern punishment. For Carland, it was the social process of the

'prívatization of disturbing events' that marked an important trend in the history of

punishment in the West.

Punishment, has ceased to bethe public spectacle it once was. No longer do we

offer up an accused to be physically tortured in front of a crowd of onlookers. Today, we

attempt to conceal (to the best of our ability) the 'signs' of punishment from the public eye.

Thus, we now entrust a variety of 'specialists' with the practice of punishment - whose

duties are carried out in private dwellings hidden from everyday life.
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Yet, our intolerance of public displays of suffering has carried us to the point where

we are ashamed at the very thought of infliaing paín on others. To this end, our practice

of harming offenders ís only tolerated because it is perceived to be necessary. To a great

extent, we have 'sanitized' penal practice and language. The more physically destructive

forms of penal practice of earlier times have been long since discarded and we opt

instead for less visible forms of harm, like 'deprivation of liberty' or the 'fine option,. ln

addition, our penal professionals tend to deny the violence that is caught up with their

duties, referring to their practices as administrative. On the basis of all this, it may appear

that this tendency to privatíze and to downplay the violence of punishment serves a larger

social purpose. For example, when we address the incarcerated as merely 'residents, of an

institution we completely avoid looking at the aspects of punishment that are disturbing,

and it is this blind spot that enables our public consciousness to endure.

ln addition, these civílized sensibilities of ours may reflect a type of 'psychological

ambivalence'. The civilizing process, in its tendenry to enforce privatization of disturbing

behaviour, is held responsible for socializing human beings to repress theír instinctual

drives and aggressions. As we know from Freud, when instincts and aggressions are

repressed they are not eliminated, but rather stored away in the individuals unconscious.

Thus, by banning these aggressions from the public sphere, we have not done away with

them, rather, we have created a situation where ceratin individuals seeking expression of

these drives do so in the most unfavourable of circumstances. The 'punitive' attitude wíth

which some individuals react to criminal offenders is one example. lt is conceivable, that

the criminal offender, by his illegal behaviour, elicis a whole range of aggressive and/or
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hostile feelings on the part of the law abidíng citizen; feelings which are repressed on a

daíly basis tend to surface whenever the repressed individual ís faced with a challenge to

his 'moral structure'. The crime, represents for the law abiding citizen an ,acting out, of a

forbidden impulse, and therefore tends 'play'on the individual's unconscious desire to

perform a similarly aggressive act, even while these aggressive impulse remain

unacknowledged on a conscious level (Carland,1990).

Thus, if aggression, or even sadísm, are to be understood as instínctual desires that

seek expression, it is conceivable that certaín issues in contemporary society are likely to

arouse these feelings - like legal punishment. Perhaps the real danger inherent ín the

process of 'civilisation' is the tendency for this process to create a society of individuals

whose psychic conflicts render them incapable of reacting to problems like legal

punishment in an¡hing other than an irrational way:

d es ires w h i c h Jl: f ik: :iïl ili,'' å i ; äi:ï' ï yrîå:'å'',"ïjil,eîî?î.,,
conflict in order to renounce, can thus prouãk" a resenffõl and hostile
reaction out of proportion to the real danger it represents (carland,1990).

Therefore, the repression of aggressive drives may produce the result that certain

individuals will reap positive pleasure from the punishment of offenders. ln this way, the

current penal system would serve as a socially sanctioned outlet for the release of pent up

aggressions. ln Carland's terms, we may be accurate in describing ourselves (or a portion

thereof) as 'punishers from a sense of guilt'; we harbour an unconscious punitive attitude

that is directed at our own 'antisocial' desires but because we are unable to express these

impulses through our own behaviour we project the punitive attitude onto the offender -
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the one who has actually acted out his or her antisocial tendencies.

Therefore, because we live in a society that prohibits the expression of these

aggressive desires, for some the legal punishment of offenders represents a ,socially

sanctioned' avenue for release

while Freudian theory generally (and is specific applícation to the phenomenon of

criminality) has always been difficult to test empirically and should therefore always be

exercised with a degree of caution, the display of ambívalence in the reactions of many

indíviduals toward punishment is frequently undeniable.
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CHAPTER THREE: THE CAPITAL PUNISHMENT DEBATE oF 1987: A STUDY oF
COMPETING SENSIBILITIES ABOUT PUNISHMENT

3.1 Methodology

The present study examined sentiments and attitudes - sensibilíties of Canadians

with respect to the capital punishment debate of 1987. The study was conceived as a

'historical case' in the societal reaction to punishment. fu previously stated, very few

studies have attempted an understanding of the 'expressive' aspects of punishment. ln

focussing on this aspect of contemporary penality, the capital punishment debate - the

most recent'official' debate on the death penalty in Canadian history- seemed appropriate

as a historical case through which sensibilities about penality could be examined.

Moreover, it also represented a case for the analysis of punitive issues effecting a wider

scale.

The case study method has had a long tradition of use in the social sciences

(Babbie,l984; Nachmias and Nachmias,lgBT). The selection of data was based on

historícal sources - Sovernment documents and news items which were produced during

the months of the actual debate in 1987. However, like all social scientific studies which

incorporate government documents for analysis, potentíal problems of source bias must be

avoided. The shortcomings of the sample as well as other problems with the research

design will be discussed in greater detail in the following section.

The unit of direct observation in this study were individual debate participants.

Such participants were sub-categorized, as either politicians, the press, or members of the
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public. The statements made by participants were retrieved from a variety of sources

which appear below. These statements were subjected to 'qualitative content analysis, and

thus analyzed for meanings which were conveyed with respect to feelings and thoughs -

sensibilities abour capital punishment and the penal process generally.

The capital punishment debate in 1987 unfolded in several different societal

locales, or 'sites', and the present study was careful to account for these. ln addition to the

official debate in the House of Commons, where Members of parliament argued eíther

their support for or rejection of the government motion to reinstate capital punishmenf an

informal debate was held largely, in the press, where the views of the editors of the

publications were revealed, as well as members of the public who chose to make their

views known via a 'letter to the editor'.

These various sites at whích the debate took place were properly categorized for

analytical purposes. These categories are risted as follows:

ANALYTICAL CATEGORIES:

Politicians: lncluded in this category were Members of parliament who prepared and

delivered speeches to the House of Commons during the debate of 19g7. Each of these

speeches included the stated position of the Member on the government motion, as well

as a prepared argument in support of the position. Each Member was allowed twenty

minutes to address the House. The proceedings were recorded in Hansard, 2nd Session,
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33rd Parliament, Volumes 3, 5, 6, 1g87.

The Press: This category included all media coverage of the debate between the date the

motion was entered (February 13,1987) and the date following the vote taken in the

House of Commons flune 3O,1gB7). The publications were chosen on the basis of

availability, and are listed as follows: Vancouver sun, @, clobe and

Mail' oftawa Citizen. Montreal cazette, Maclean's magazine. The print materials were

subdivided into two categories, 'articles', and 'editorials'. The articles category is comprísed

of feature artícles which covered debate related topics by correspondents and free lance

journalists- The editorials category ís comprised of editorial pieces which addressed the

death penalty question and issues surrounding the debate.

Members of the Public: This category included the views of individual citizens with

respect to the capital punishment debate, as expressed in letters published in the ,letters to

the editor' sections of the publications lísted above.

Limitations of Research Design: The present study relied on the availability of news items,

and was therefore limited by the questionable representativeness of the sample. fu Ericson

et al (1989) have shown, news items cannot be used as a sound measure, as representative

of the wider society without caution, since the selection of letters at a given news outlet

which finally see publication is usually based on a single individual - thereby making the

selection process a highly subjective process. Also, other members of the public refrain

from submitting letters due to reasons of occupational security. This obviously limits the

confidence with which the researcher can have gathering the data on a particular

phenomenon that is dealt with in the media.
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3.2 Focus of Study

The official debate was held in Parliament between February 13 and )une 29,

1987. Although the debate on capital punishment had begun many years before, the

1976 debate in the House of Commons was the last official Parliamentary debate on.the

matter before 1987. Retentionists (for whom the 1976 debate ended in disappointment)

kept active for their cause in the years immediately following the debate, and through a

series of private Members bills and petitions, pressured the politicians running for a seat in

Parliament in 1984 to commit to a debate on the death penalty. Therefore, for many of

the Conservative Members of Parliament a debate on capital punÍshment was inevitable if

campaign promises were to be met.

Still, the point in time at which the debate was proposed by the government

created much controversy in the House of Commons. The absence of an,official, Tory

position or justification for the timing of the debate compounded the controversy. Tory

Members who addressed the issue claimed capital punishment had always been a

government'prioriÇ' but had suffered neglect as a result of the myríad problems toward

which the government was forced to attend upon seizure of power. Still others referred to

the obligation Members had to their constituents to see that the debate was held before

the end of the government's term in power. Thus, the issue was depicted as one that

mattered deeply to the majority of constituents in ridings across the nation. ln contrast,

both the Liberal opposition and New Democrat contingent provided strong criticisms of

the Covernment on the matter of the debate. The criticisms were of course strongest

against the Tory 'backbenchers', a party contingent of vociferous supporters of the death
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penalty ' The critics held that the debate was merely a'smoke screen, to cover up, or

turn the public's attentíon away from incompetent government action. The timing of the

debate and the motives of the Tory government continued to face criticisms by Members

of the rival parties throughout the course of the debate.

3.3 FORMAT of the DEBATE

The debate was made official with the motion entered on Februa ry 13, 1987 for

reinstatement of the death penalty in principle by Deputy prime Minister Don

Mazankowskí. Although the motion was filed as a'government motion,, it was not

intended as an indication of an official Tory posítion on capital punishment. The vote was

'non partisan'; all Members of the House were released from party commitments. The

motion was left to Stand on Order Paper for a thirty day period to allow members of the

public to express theír views to their representatives. The government expressed a

commitment to 'public involvement, in the debate.

3.4 DEATH PENALTY DEBATE 1987 . MAJOR THEMES:

DETERRENCE: Deterrence has been noted as a dominant theme in both the

1976 and 1967 House of Commons debates on capital punishment. This was especially

the case in the latter, forwhich the deterrence issue had a'pivotal, effecton the final

outcome of the debate.. 'Deterrence' was also a consistent topic of debate in 1987,

adopted by the supporters of the reinstatement motion as a justification for the return of

the death penalty and by the opponents of the motion as one of the central justifications
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for continued abolition. Fattah (1976) reviewed the body of empirical research on

deterrence and noted that the research yielded investigations of two contrasting types of

deterrent effects. 'Ceneral deterrence' refers to the extent to which the threat of

punishment has a restraining effect on criminal conduct, or, what a given individual should

expect if he follows the offender's example. 'Specíal', or specific deterrence refers to the

actual use of punishment to prevent a specific offender from repeating criminal conduct.

Accordingly, a 'general effect' refers to the response produced by the threat of

punishment among the sector of the public that has not been punished, while the

'specific effecl' refers to the reaction produced by the threat of punishment on the

specific índividual who is punished. The specific effects of capital punishment need not

be investigated, of course - and, it will be shown later how the,effectiveness, of capital

punishment with respect to the prevention of recidivism in the case of murderers was

referred to consistently throughout the debate by supporters of the motion as a justification

for that position. Ceneral deterrence has been the subject of empirical research.

According to Amnesty lnternational (1987) several studies were conducted in the United

States which compared the murder rates of 'comparable' U.S. states and found that the

states which had reduced the frequenry wíth which the death penalty was applied also

had murder rates that remained constant. ln this case, a rise in the murder rate following

abolition might have been an indication of the deterrent effect of the death penalty. ln

each of these, there was a lack of evidence that capital punishment had a deterrent

effect' Thus, no significant difference was found in any of the studies between the murder

rate of U.S. states that practiced capítal punishment and states which refrained from this
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practice' This American research showed specifically that' the states of Virginia,

washington and Vermont, each of which have the death penalty, had higher homicide

rates in 1983 than their neighbouring abolitionist states of washington, oregon, and

Maine' (Amnesty lnternation al,1 987).

Deterrence research was conducted in canada by Fattah (1972) which

examined the murder rates of different Canadian provinces. The author concluded that

murder rates must be examined according to a'total social sítuation, - no one law will

have a decisive effect on the homicide rate of a given province. Critics of the American

deterrence research have pointed out that the findings provide for a lack of evidence for a

deterrent effect, but do not provide evidence that capital punishment has no deterrent

effect. Still counter critiques have been lodged which argue that capital punishment is

unlíkely to have a deterrent effect since the crimes for which it is applied are usually

committed by índivíduals experiencing states of great'emotionality,; punishment is

argued to have a more likely effect when applied for crimes commit[ed by individuals in a

more 'ratíonal' state of mind. Deterrence research has thus demonstrated that the most

severe penalties appear to be reserved for those least likely to be deterred by them.

Politicians: Members of Parliament made reference to deterrence research throughout the

debate' Both supporters and opponents of the death penalty motion attempted to use the

research to support their respective positions. During the early stages of the debate,

Members in support of the motion made attempts to discredit deterrence research by

referring to the shortcomings of the research and the lack of evidence supporting a,non-
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deterrent' effect of capital punishment. Members also countered the claims of deterrence

research with'personal, observation:

*non"T3:e:?:HJ'J,:r"ij':,1"'äi: jlå#ä?:i,;i j[""ä'å;ï;".1""%"
hopefully discard the idea as-a result of,realizing itriàprgnrn.y. I suggesrthere are still others who do that dreadful act bu"t who,'wËre thãy to 

-f#"--
the ultimate penarty of death, might not (Hansard,p .zhll.

opponents of the death penalty were much more apt to refer to the results of

deterrence research as more conclusive: these members tended to claim that capital

punishment had no deterrent effect and was therefore unjustifiable as a legal sanction. As

well, opponents tended to refer to the'inappropriateness' of the death penalty for the

types of crimes for which it is commonly used - crimes of passion committed on impulse.

For the majority of the Members, support for the motion rested on the condition of

premeditation, but argued the death penalty would have a preventative effect on these

types of murders., despíte the findings of deterrence research. Members who spoke

during the latter course of the debate were more likely to acknowledge that findings of

deterrence research are 'fairly conclusive'.

The Press:

Many of the articles that reported the highlights of the parliamentary sessíons

merely reiterated the statements and references to deterrence research by Members of the

House' Beyond these quotations, deterrence was not a consistent theme in news articles

which provided 'progress, reports on the debate.
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Editorials in the news sources also focused on other issues but in three cases made

reference to the deterrence issue. All of these editorials referred to deterrence as a

'closed issue' :

o r ." p i iåìfirul ; #.î i :j å::[, :ïl]# ::îi ru îîJ å'o f ' 
th e re r u r n

programs of The Nation's Business to injectiõni or hangines?
Probably because this would require the'logical 

"*t"ni¡o'n'& 
,n idea

thar has no logic - namery, that ihe death p"enarty a.t"rr... 
-

(C&M, Apr.2B, 1987).

Another editorial cited the large number of inmates that populate North American prisons

as an example of the ineffectíveness of capital punishment as a deterrent.:

., r. ^A.mnesty 
lnternational reports there have been 5z executions inthe u.s. ín the last three ye3rsj compared with 11 in the previous seven

since.the supreme Court ruled that ihe states could reinträduc. ..pitrl
punishment. According to popular theory, that ought to constitute an
increasingly powerful deterrent. But therã 

"r" 
unoíh.r 1B3B convicted

murderers on death row (VS, Feb.2O, 1gB7).

Members of the public:

Letters to the editor revealed some preoccupatíon with the deterrence issue among

members of the public, and the points brought out in these letters mirrored those made by

Members of Parliament and mentioned in the editorials. public individuals who supported

the death penalty referred to deterrence research as inconclusive, lacking evidence of a

'non deterrent' effect. Two letters referred to the success of specific deterrence.

Opponents of the motion demonstrated confidence in the findings of deterrence research.

Other supporters conceded the point made by the 'abolitionists, of the ineffectiveness of
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capital puníshment as a deterrent.

STATISTICS ON VIOLENT CRIME AND HOMICIDE:

Politicians:

Members of the House made consistent use of official statistics throughout he

course of the debate. The most frequently cited statistics include StaßCan figures for

murder per 100, 000 population since 1g76. Accordingto these figures, jn 1975 the rate

was 3'09(781) in 1980 2.47(593) and in 1986,561 murders. The figures were invoked by

abolitionist Members to counter claims made by restorationists that the murder rate in

Canada had experíenced an increase since 1976. Other frequently cited figures included

the proportion of violent crime to total crime . Abolítionists used these figures to

emphasize the extent to which violent crime is an'overestimated' threat to public safeÇ.

Abolitionists argued that the public was ill informed about the,reality, of violent críme

and therefore was comprised, generally of individuals who overestimated the likelihood of

victimization. The abolitionists contended that it was due to this fearfulness that the public

attitude toward capital punishment was more favourable than it would have been if

properly informed about the statistics on violent crime.

For supporters of the motion, a frequently cited study was that of Ehrlich (1975).

The restorationists claimed this study demonstrated that eight murderers are deterred for

every single execution that is performed. Statistícs were invoked by supporters as a

justification for reinstatement of the death penalty (Hansard, pp.7213, 7454, ,7607,7255).
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The Press:

Statistics on violent crime and murder were absent from the articles with the

exception of direct quotations from speeches made in the House. Editorials provided

some statistical evídence in support of the stated position on the death penalty question

the figure also introduced in Parliament - StatsCan figures for murder per 100,000

population.

Members of the public:

While many of the letters did not include actual statistics, reference to an,increase

in the murder rate' was made in several letters where support for the motion was

expressed. ln contrast, opponents of the motion tended to make references to a

'declining' or'stable' murder rate. other letters argued the murder rate was on the rise,

but it was only'113 of the United States rate'. Another letter quoted a statistic from an

unnamed source that signalled a 65% increase in first degree murder between 1971 and

1983' Another compared the Canadian and American murder rate per 100,000

population between 1980 and 1985. The Canadian rate was quoted to have jumped from

2'47 to 2'78 durins those years while the American rate was quoted to have declined

from a rate of 1o.2 to 7 .9. The explanation that was offered for the discrepanry in the

rates was the willingness of some states to apply capital punishment. Statistics other than

those provided above were of the Canadian Centre for Justice Statistics (VS, Apr.1 B,,OC,

Mar6, C&M, Apr21 ,1987).
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ADMTNISTRAT|ON OF JUSTTCE:

Politicians:

The majoriÇ of individuals involved in the debate , including Members of the House.

of Commons, the press, and the public, were of the perception that the Canadian

criminal justice system was ineffective. The perceíved problems of the system were

addressed during the initial stages of the debate and continued to be a source of

discussion up until the last remaining moments before the vote was taken. Clearly, the

difficulty of administering criminal justice in Canada was recognized by debate participants

as an issue of direct relevance to capital punishment question. The criminal justice system

was described as'lax', 'inconsistent' and 'ineffectively enforced' in such areas as parole

and probatíon. Expressions such as these were characteristic of Members who supported

the motion, but were also among the concerns voiced by abolitionists. One restorationist

commented:

The people have lost faith ín the system. Dangerous loopholes set precedents
(Hansard, o.7441\ .

Another referred to the ineffectiveness of rehabilitative efforts:

..our criminal justice system is in serious need of reform. The average
Canadian citizen is not provided with the necessary protection to live 

" 
rrh

and healthy life, while criminals and murderers are jllowed to remain on the
streets often after servíng a.minimal sentence. We are often told that they
are rehabilitated, but one should ask the family of a murder victim who has
been badly molested or grievously harmed. Th'ere are hundreds of such
victims (HansArd, 7596).

For those that supported restoration of the death penalty, the major grievance with the
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criminal justice system was the parole system. To many restorationists,,serious or

hardened' criminals (repeat offenders) were granted parole far too early - offenders with

life sentences released after seven to ten years. Thus, members were under the

impression that, when it comes to sentencing ,,life does,nt mean life., This

inconsistency was perceived as a key contributing factor in the development of a sense of

frustration within the public at large with regard to matters of criminal justice

administration. The tendency to grant early parole for murderers was regarded as a major

flaw of the justíce system and one of the direct causes of the,lack of faith, which

characterized the attitude of many Members who were disíllusioned with the system since

1976:

when we consider that 95 inmates released on mandatory
:upervision committed homicides and 37 inmates on parole also murdered
between 1975 and 1984, we are given to question whether or not we are
adequately protecting. ourselves frõm that eiement (Hansard.p .7 655).

There is something.fundamentally wrong with a system which allows
a confessed murderer back on the streeis 2a ol30 monihs or three or five
years.after sentencing.. A life sentence is a joke,Mr.Speaker. There are
statistics to show that killers on parole will kill again @nsard,p.7781).

For another restorationist, the criminal justice system was perceived to side with the

offender:

The fact is our.criminal justice system is deficient. There are always
the bleeding hearts who will aigue thatthe criminal is a criminal because'of
his upbringing, because of his fãmily background, because he was not
treated properly by-society. However, thið does not give him the right to
take an innocent l¡fe tlansarcLp.77B5).

Opponents of the motion for reinstatement vocalized concerns about the unequal

applícation of the death penalty. These members contended that , historically, offenders
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of Native, French, or Ukrainian background were more likely to be executed among a

group of offenders sentenced to death. Members of the House made reference to the

'unjust' manner in which the death penarty was applied in Canada:

w¡th the reintroduction of capital punishment, ¡f it were to
happen, who would be executed? Who would be the victim of the
inequity and unfairness that follows from capital punishment, as it has been
documented and examined in other countries? Would it be the member of a
minority group, the. person who cannot afford a lawyer? The evidence clearly
demonstrates that those who would be the subjea óf capital punishment '
would be the weaker elements in society (Hanéard,p77B;g).

For at least one death penalty opponent, the perceived ineffec[íveness of the

criminal justice system was not only widespread, but an important determinant in the

decision by certain members to support reinstatement:

It is my. firm conviction that most of the people that are demanding
the return of the death penalty are doing so beèause they are frustrated w¡Yth
the perceived or real view that the adminístration of justile as ít pertains to
first degree murder is not being carried out to their sátisfaction
(Hansard.p .7127).

For opponents of the motion the problems of the críminal justice system pointed to

by restorationists, such as ineffective sentencing measures and the ineffectiveness of

rehabilitation were conceded, and these Members spoke out against the perpetuation of

this 'flawed' system of justice:

We have to deal also with sentencing and with our penal
institutions. As the Honourable Member who spoke previously said, far too
often our penal institutions become universitiei of ciime. They are not
rehabilitating people (Hansard.p 7 454).

Members differed significantly in terms of the solutions they offered to problems of
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criminal justice administratíon. For restorationists, the solution to the problems of críminal

justice was a'tougher' approach to criminal repressíon - beginning with the

reinstatement of the death penalty in cases of first degree murder. ln contrast, abolitionists

looked to the roots of crime, and recommended that justice focus on prevention, and the

need for socieÇ to address the ills which were perceived to'breed, crime such as poverty

and systemic racism.

The death penalty ignores serious action against víolent crime, the
roots of which can be found in the vicious rycles"of poverty and alienation.
As a society, we must devote far more of our resources tó education,
treatment and direct attack on the cause rather than the death that results(Hansard.o7751\.

lnterestingly, bY the close of the debate, restorationists anticipated that the motion

would be rejected, and made appeals to the abolitionists to commit to criminal justice

reform.

The Press:

The review of the press coverage of the debate heeded several references to the

administration of justice in Canada. The subject of one article was the unequal application

of the death penalty. This article profiled a criminal lawyer whose experience with the

justice system led him to conclude that the inability of lower class citizens to secure a

proper defense in first degree murder trials put these individuals at a great disadvantage,

and increased the likelihood of conviction and execution. The same article provided an

account of a capital murder case that resulted in execution and which it was later found

was significantly skewed in the direction of the prosecution as a result of the defendant,s
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inability to secure a proper a defense, a fact which was again related to the defendant,s

lower class status. The article concluded with an account of the trial which resulted in

Canada's last hangíng, a trial for which the íssue of Justice served, was again subject to

question' The cost incurred by the Crown figured approximately $ 30-40 ,000 whije the

bill for the defense was tallied at a mere 1,500 dollars. After the hanginp, the¡Gþþe and

Mail did a series which highlighted the fact that the justice system showed much apathy

in terms of its obligation to provide fair and equal representation and adhere to the highest

principles of Canadian law. The public was indicted as well, since it failed to make its

voice heard during the proceedings, and allowed the executions to proceed. The article

concluded that these incidents demonstrated, overall, that capital punishment reflects, as

far as the public is concerned a'callused acceptance of whatever the law allows, (C&M,

Junel 1,1987).

Another article focused on the convergence and divergences of the Canadian and

American systems of justice, and described the unequal application of the death penalty in

the United States:

The NAAGP tally shows that of the 1874 inmates on death row thismonth 944, or 50% are white, and 777 or 41 percent are black. alack form
12% of rhe U.S. popularion.

. The race problem might.be seen as pecuriarry a U.s. probrem- butyou have qoverry too, and dãath row is unquestionáuty rutt óf poo,.
people (C&M, Mar.1 7, 1gB7).

Several of the articles reviewed focused on the public perception of the

ineffectiveness of criminal justice administration in canada. The articles in question were

based solely on results of public opinion polls. An article in the Montreal Gazette on
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March 14 díscussed the results of an Angus Reid poll that reported that some canadians

felt the justíce system was plagued by 'increasing permissiveness'. The same artícle alluded

to a 'public mood in search of vengeance' and in pursuit of a more,stable society, and

feelings of insecurity. These articles , based on the opinion polls, suggested that the

Canadian publíc was disillusioned with the justice system to the point that feelings of

distrust and a lack of faith were 'rampant' and refuge from this state of despair was being

sought through reinstatement of the death penalty.

VIOLENCE AND THE MEDIA:

Politicians

The violent content of television programming became the subject of focus at

certain points during the debate. Television violence was described by certain Members as

serious problem in need of immediate attention. Specifically, concern was expressed over

the attitudes which were perceived to form as a result of viewing víolence on television.

However, at no point was it suggested by a Member of the House that a direct link had

been empirically established between violent images as seen on television and actual

criminal conduct.

Violence has now become commonplace on T.V. ln fact, a child can
see more violent crimes, including murders,slallngr, and otherslust watching
television for a few days than someone else wíll see in an entire
lifetime (Hansarc!, p.7a2Ð.

The connection between viewing violence on television and the perception of the
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extent of societal violence was referred to on one occasion:

they watch that display of violence, people set
increasingly concerned and rend to tonclude *,íin"irìrfrà r..,. isalso onthe rise' lndeed, as it was shown in a 19s2 calluf poii ,ù those relevisionprograms largely accounted for the fact that peoplå ou"r"rtìrrte thephenomenon of viorence by a wide margin rH.,irrrJ pì.)nal.

Another Member referred to the influence of American television programs with

violent content on Canadian attitudes:

nrhe"lS:iï:ïi?Jï:',J:J,i::,:'iåiî5,îy.î?,Hi,î?.ï:1ff .i,î;"å
restore capital punishment having once abolished it. ls it because Canada isoverwhelmed with the violence wh¡ch characterises the televised po,tr"yJ ofAmerica? (Uansafd, p.7a6Ð.

still, another Member linked the timing of the debate to the degree of television

violence that the Member perceived the public to have consumed in the years

immediately preceding the debate:

so we are wondering today how we ever got to the point where
again we would want to. change everything and mäve backwards.
Admittedly our country has bõen witness ó sordid crimes in recent years,
often involving children. our television screens at home have often shown
scenes of horror and suffering. The same television has enabled us to seà
and feel. to a certain extent ihe sufferings of a wife who had just l*t Á;;policeman husband coldry shot dead whirgon duty. únaor¡tJry,1ì.n
íncidents have stirred emotions and raised fear aná indignation u,.nong many
Canadians (t-tansar¿, p.2593).
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ROLE AND RESPONSIBILITY OF THE MEMBER OF PARLIAMENT:

Politicians:

Members of the House debated the officíal role of the Member of parliament,.

including the issue of obligations to constituents. This aspect of the debate arose due to

the stated intent of certain Members to vote according to the wishes or expectatíons of

his/her constituents, as opposed to personal conscience. Many Members came under

attack for adoptíng this position from fellow House Members and public individuals(as

expressed in let[ers). Thís aspect of the debate intensífied when the Members in question

revealed to the House that their assessment of the'constituent majority sentiment, would

be based on public opinion polls. Opponents of the reinstatement motion críticized the

use of such polls due to lack of validity. Members who lodged the critique argued that it

was more the Member's official duty to vote according to personal conscience on a matter

as important and as probing as capital punishment. The arguments made by Members are

provided below.

...there comes a time when one must vote according to one,s
own belief and conscience because if one becomes a pupp"et of his or her
own constituents, there is-really no reason to be here.....(Éansard, p.7aß).

...4s I indicated a few moments ago, I will be voting accondine to
the wishes.of my consriruents. I do not cõnsider this aoailãtin!;t"'" 

*
responsibility as a Member of Parliament. Prior to the elea¡àn"thJfeeling
about which I have just spoken surfaced. Many of my constituents
approached me and wanted to know how I wôuld uoî" on the issue
(Hansard.p.777S).

we must assume the confidence of our constituents and move
fon¡¿ard accordingto our judgement. lf this is not done and Members of the
House turn instead to vote in a manner designed only to meet the demands
of the polls, then parliamenr wiil have dealt ã great btw to the prog*r, or
the country (Hansard,p .7752).
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restored,'.",'åi:, j'ä:iltï",îij5,'åî1"'å3':i'#i'rlT.ì1îï',f 
li,o

enaole every MP who votes in favour of the death penalty to have the
opportunity to execute a criminal (OC,Apr.1 Z, lgïh.

ln one letter, a discouraged constituent made an appeal to his fellow constituents

not to submít to the abolitionist party poliry of the NDp and pressure NDp Members to

vote according to conscience:

..The majority of Canadians favour capital punishment. r say to every
Canadian-call or write your MP. Ask them_how they intenJ to uot" and why,And if you are represented 

þy qn NDP MP, ask why his/her parry has den¡Já
him-the opportunityto use his free vote on this vitar irtu" tcapr, June22,1987).

vrctIANTE JUSTTCE:

Members of the public:

Several of the letters made blatant suggestions for Members of the House who

intended to vote in favour of the motion:

Politicians:

Some Members of Parliament argued that the perceived ineffectiveness of the

criminal justice system created such a profound lack of public faith in the authorities that a

'mood of vigilantism' had emerged and was spreading throughout the nation. These

statements alluded to a form of 'public distress' over the rate of violent crime in canadian

society and an ever present fear of victimisation. The statements of this sort were made by
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restorationists and were interpreted by abolitionists as gross overestimatíon of the public

sentiment with respect to victimization.

, The.penalty of capitar puníshment goes far in redressing the
imbalance by imposing.a penärry as finar i the oná oitt" mu-rderer. ourcitízens are expectíng this justice. They are taking the law into their own
hands (Hansard.p.7}4o). a -"- '-

Canadians are starting to live in fear in their own homes. Many
people expect us to accept ihat as a.part of the changing times, part åf the
BOs and 90s. The reality of life. well this is not right"anã we must not ,t"n¿for it (Hansard, p.7B4O).

, ,The only alternative when confronted by the lack of inítiative is
altogether natural and normal. People react aíd r"y to themselves:Since our
prison system is inefficient, since our courts are inefficient, and since there
are no other solutions available, let us go for the ultimate
option, hanging (Hansafrt p.7 6aÐ.

TRADITIONALISM: SACRED SCRIPTURE AS ARGUMENT

Throughout the debate, passages from both the Old Testament and the New

Testament were quoted by Members to support their position on capital punishment. For

many of the restorationists, the passages were intended as'evidence, that the death

penalty was intrinsícally right (or, that it was approved by the Lord as a sanction whenever

necessary). Abolitionist Members also took part in the use of Scripture to support their

arguments. Members on this side of the debate tended to emphasize Biblical principles

such as the sanctity of life and the Biblical Commandment against murder.

The following statement was made by an abolitionist to emphasize the danger of

voting in favour of the motion since some innocent individuals will inevitably die:
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,.,,0.,1.!,uiît"ä"*ï5"fl ,.ffJi:åill:?ïi"'Ëîåï:',1ia;Jrl"*"rr
as the fact that Jesus was a victim of popular opinián. wÀ;. pilate himselfcould.find no wrong, Jesus might be ia¡d to haïe b""n on" of those whowere innocent and condemned to death wrongfuily uy ,n*, pubric
opinion (Hansard. p.7123).

The Member also suggested that since public opinion polls were unreliable, they

should never be the primary basis for the state to make decisions about whether to take a

life.

Another Member chose to quote the old Testament as an example to restorationists

of the need for 'forgiveness' and to offer an arternative to the death penarty:

ij.?,y1,ï:i:åil1,ïLiîiläi#il,îîïå,::îÍîï,'lji.il,;îïf ïî,torced him into a life, rememberíng each day the *.ng1rrrt he had
commitred (Hansard.p .7 222).

Some Members of the House expressed disapproval of the use of Scripture in the

debate, and suggested that the holy passages were used out of context. To thís end, one

Member stated that if scripture is to be used at all, the debate:

, ...musr be guided by ail of scripture according to il Timothy 3:16
and not-just a verse taken out of contäxt here or theie. rndeed, r fear thatmuch of the so-called christian love and. r_ercy *À¡.n .¡t.o ,, árgur"nì 

*

against capital pu-nishment has unwittingly fallen captive to the
permissiveness of liberal humanism (Hañéard,p .722i).

Members of the public:

Several letters also made reference to Scripture, as a justification in part for the
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author's position on the death penalty question. ln additíon, several other letters

commented on the use of scripture in the House of Commons debate:

n"r"T?ålä',1¡4,Xï:f,':,'ijåîî#,,ffi ä?jl;,"iiil:åîîi:: jnï,,,,
of Jesus is against killing anyon" (Ca¡ut, Apr2O, 1gg7).

Murder either by a person.or a group is still murder. How many
people can decide when to murder u ñ"rrräur.r? ls one peßon 

"norgh 
to

say when another must die?, No. Perhaps one could ruy th"t a majoriõ¡ in
the House of Commons and the Senate is enough to decide to kill
a killer. But it is still murder. Besides, there is a éommandment
against it: ,,Thou shalt not kill" (WFp, Mar30, 1gB7).

never":ä"J.ï;ilTff ii,rri¿i::i::fl"ä';î,å*iï,,ffi ,iî""Bible states that a murderer's rife shail be forfeit.

crir¿relsï:J"-ff iiîä"i':i;åì'iff ïï.i:i"lï:31,ï,ï:Tf î."r'"."
hurts the conscience of one of those little ones.....he had better have been
drowned in.the depths of the sea, with a millstone hung about his neck ls
this not.capítal punishment and is this against your .onåi"n.",
Mr.Abolitionist? (C&M, Apr2O, 1gB7).

ln this chapter we have looked at the variety of observable themes that

characterized the 1987 capital punishment debate, and the variety of arguments offered by

debate participants in support of their repectíve positions. Clearly, there were a variety of

punitive issues about which Canadíans were expressly concerned, and in the following

chapter, sensibilities about punishment are again the focus as the role of the retributive

argument in the death penalty debate of 1987 is explored in depth.
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CHAPTER FOUR: THE SANCTIFICAT¡ON OF THE INDIVIDUAL AS REFLECTED IN THEDEBATE OF 1987

4'1 lntroduction: The sanctifícation of human life was a dominant theme in the capital

punishment debate of 1987- Both abolitionists and retentionists posed questions and.

issued statements wíth respect to the 'fundamental value' of human life. lt ís important to

explore this aspect of the debate in 1987 in light of Durkheim's thinking on the

sanctification of the individual.

ln Durkheim's vision, the transition of socíety from 'simple, to 'complex, is

accompanied by a change in the type of solidarity within society - a shift from ,mechanical'

to organic solidarity. whereas mechanical solidarity is based on sameness, or the

similarities between people, organic solídarity is characterized by differentiation and

specialization. Durkheim also argued that legal punishment also underwent a shift - a

qualitative change in the primary means by which offenders were punished. Thus,

punishment shifted its emphasis from severe physical punishment to the deprivation of

liberty, manifest in the extensive use of the prison. Durkheim explained this shift as the

result of a gradual transformation in the 'essence' of the collective conscience : sentiments

that pertained to the collective were ultimately overshadowed by sentiments that pertained

to the individual. This shift in emphasis was accounted for in the reforms in penal law.

Yet, it was primarily the íssue of 'retributivism' that made Durkheim,s theoretical

insight relevant. The extent to which concerns about retribution permeated the debate at

its various 'sites' will be discussed in the pages that follow.

According to Durkheim, the sanctification of the individual was a phenomenon that
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occurred with the progress of society. This study attempted to determine the extent to

which this sanctifícation was recognizable in the attitudes (as reflected through statements)

of the participants of the capital punishment debate of 1987. Following Durkheim, if

states of the collective conscience were progressively more concerned with the individual ,

then attitudes as to the 'worth' or 'value' of the índividual human life should reflect that

emphasís' The indicator of such 'concerns ' was taken to be 'mechanisms through whích

the preservation of human life is ensured '. The second component to this indicator was

taken as 'the extent to which such mechanisms are taken for granted,. The logic of this

approach to the study is simply that if Durkheim was correct and the individual is a

stronger preoccupation than the collective, then mechanisms should be in place that

reflect this high regard for human life. The capital punishment debate represented an

opportun¡ty to study the extent to which the sanctification of the individual was apparent

in the attitudes of debate partícipants.

4.2 RETRIBUTIVISM: The Debate of 19BZ

Whether acting in the capacity of 'Member of Parliament,, ,editorial writer,, or

public citizen, individual participants in support of the motion for reinstatement were

unifíed in the demand that 'compensation' be provided for crimes of first degree murder -

or that society exact a measure of retribution. Advocates of capital punishment were

committed to the belief that convicted murderers (first degree) deserved to pay for their
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crimes with their lives, and 'nothing less'. The 'retributive argument'was framed largely in

a 'Judaeo-Christian' discourse - the biblical prínciple of 'an eye for an eye' , tooth for a

tooth,' (lex talionis) was the noted inspiration for the retributive stance, by most accounts.

ln spite of the death that results, supporters of the motion and retributive principle

argued that capital punishment represented an 'affirmation' of life. Taking the life of a

human being who murdered an innocent victim, was considered an absolute ,valuation, of

the dignity of human life - the highest sign of respect for the original life that was raken.

The act of capital punishment was therefore regarded as that which accords the greatest

worth to an individual life that is lost at the hands of a murderer.

Politicians: (Members of Parliament in support of motion for reinstatement of the death

penalty in principle):

For at least one restorationist, the issue of retribution was tied to his fundamental

belief in personal responsibility. The principle ís that'man is responsible for his actions,

and therefore when those actions threaten the well being of the group, a penalty must be

levied:

As a conservative, I also do not believe in the liberal or socialist
assumptions about-the innate goodness of man, of progress toward some
utopian concept of. society, or of the causes of crime ai primarily
environmental, sociological, economic, or due to a lack öf re"ron. Rather, I

believe that each person must be held responsible for his actions and must
be willing to suffer_th_e_consequences, albeit sometimes tempered by
mercy (Hansard, p .7 7 7 S).
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Another Member revealed his concern for the sanctity of life and the need for

socieÇ to enforce or preserve the values that promote respect for human life. part of this

responsibility, as the following statement suggests, involves exacting just punishment for

those individuals among us which have demonstrated a lack of respect for human tife:

again, while the main point of the statement is to lodge an argument ín support of the

death penalty, the reverence for human life is the basic moral foundation upon which the

argument rests.

,'."p,.=i"i,.:'{,'r,i1J1fr:ïi#liiî"i?,'i'il",[ïlruiî[^1o.i",y
reaffirms its values and denounces its violators. These valu", O"uàtà! tosome extent in response to.changing social values. Society abhors mlrderand anyone who intentionalty wiih íorethougÀi;;Jffi.l-ãilr"g"rd fo,.another individual's life murders a person iúbhorred to the same degree(nansad,p .7623).

The following statement contains within it a direct argument for the use of capital

punishment to protect and preserve the sanctity of human life:

rif",butr,Ti:iå:T::i::,i.åi"",i::,:Ìi,"'."",;':ïil,;'",ï#:l:î""[ålï,Ïìru"
taken by the habitual murderer. lf human life is ro urir"út", how can theabolitionist justify giv]ng such a mísfit the furthei 

"pñ;;;r,y to take the livesof those around hirna (H"nrrfd, p.7633).

Other Members' statements revealed direct concerns for reparation, for

compensation for the pain of the victim and a belief that capital punishment has always

had some deterrent effect.

My personal position is clear. lt is taken out of a concern for the
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sons and.daughters of those that.m¡ght become victims of serial killers, out ofa conviction that.l 
.personally feel *ñen one elects to take a life: thepunrshment should fit the crime (Hansad,p.7733).

The theme of personal responsibility was apparent in many of the statements made

by supporters of the death penalty. For these Members the belief in personal respon'sibility

was central to the argument that capital punishment 'is just retribution,. The ability of the

murderer to choose to commit the crime to willfully murder his victim, made the penalty

of death seem just :

f itsthe.:,f lî:,,ï:iå:ï:"i"Jåï[î?iiËi"åîl,ïtpunishment
accountable for our own actions. lf we take a specifiå r.tiàn, we must beprepared to pay the price fl_lansafd,p.7312).

Throughout the debate, restorationists were advocating the right of the state

to kill, and the need for the state to willingly accept its duty to kill when necessary, to

remove an índividual from society when that indivídual poses a threat to the well being of

other members of the society. Again, thís perceived 'right of the state to perform

executions was tied to the belíef held by restorationists that the offender, the murderer,

must be held accountable for his crime. Such accountability, was perceived to be lacking

in the criminal justice system as it then operated. ln the following quote, the Member that

spoke made reference to the issue of criminal 'accountability' and the right of the state to

exact a retributive measure in order that the sanctity of life shall be preserved as a societal

more:

I listened t9-the speaker who preceded me who told us about thesanctity of human life. No doubt human life is extremely valuable, B;i -
because of irs sancrity, nobody has the right ,o iuk" ilãi"y. rf a criminar
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kills somebody, there should be adequate punishment for that
deed (t-lansarclp. ZBBB).

The right of the state to kill was the subject of the statement below:

graduating scale; in thís Members view,the punishment required to

for the crime graduated in intensity alongside the seriousness of the

it caused:

rf somebody attack the good,grq-".r of.government, he is vioratingsome law' Naturally, takíng som-ebody's life whither it is for the state or foran individu3l, ,-r q very seriõus offence, but the state, because ¡an6 a fíghtto protect the individual, has a right to do so (_Hansafd, p.zZ:AÐ.

The Member quoted below argued that retríbutíon was properly delivered on a

effectively compensate

illicit act and the harm

. ry a basic prínciple, an individual who will not abide by the laws ofsociety should be removed from that society and dealt with in'a proper
manner' The proper manner might well vary according to individual and thecrime committed, graduating to the severest punishmeñt for the worstoffence. There is no doubtihat the taking oi a life is inAee¿ the worst
offence that can be committed. The seve-rest punishment has
traditionally been death.

I believe it is imperative that our laws stress personar responsibility
for one's actions. This assumption ís a basic rener of our .i"jriãñã.-. ;'äänot accept the claim that.every murder represents a failure of society and-
thar society musr acknowredge its guirr (Hånsard,p .7794).

Other Members, including the members quoted below, were of the opinion that

premeditated murder was the only offence that warranted the application of the death

penalty' Members who held this view tended to equate the 'planned or premeditated,

element of the crime with the dangerousness of the offender, so that premeditated murder

appeared to justiñ7 the penalty of death based on the need to protect society from its

enemies:
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," p 
"r" d'| ?ii iï: J i".::i:g : 

"î 

ft ili : J ff *ï i'lì, 5':fr"3:l' ï î ü "",.for the return of the death penalty because I believe life is important andthat untir we manage, rr.*" ail wish, to change r;.i",y;;d h;;; ;;;",there is a need for þunishment that i¡ts the .r"iru r"ãít ¿p.rgoli.

The criminal justice system, in the view of several Members, was deserving of'

criticism for emphasizing the 'rights' of the offender in the majority of criminal cases. some

of the Members who held this víew of the legal system emphasized the lack of due process

accorded to the victims of heinous crímes, innocent persons for whom, the system was

unreliable to the extent that it failed to protect them in their most vulnerable hour:

*u.uåffi ;?äff ll,!Jn",l,:Tï:,îîj,ï:,:^": j,'j::i"ffi :::,,""
system cou.ld.not protect. There is no defence , no court oi upi"ullo,. tr,"innocent victim of a murderer acting with cold premeditation
(Hansa¡d,p .7810).

For the abolitionists, the 'sanctity of human life' was also a guiding principle in the

debate' At various points, the debate turned to the issue of the symbolic representation of

respect for human life. The restorationists, as described by the abolitionists, stressed the

importance of elimination by the state of individuals which were convicted of

premeditated murder. The use of the death penalty for such crimes would serve to instill

in the public the sense that the state was respectful and concerned about individual

human life; that premeditated murder showed no respect for this life and would therefore

necessitate state repression in the form of execution. The opponents of the motion

countered the claims of the restorationists wíth equal fervour. The abolitionist Members

argued that the state was obligated to set an example with respect to murder. According
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to this view, killing was wrong, and therefore it was no less wrong for the state to kill than

an índividual, a distinction set up so often by the restorationists. The abolitíonists held that

the state's message to the public that it served should always reflect the ,affirmation, of life.

The application of the death penalty was thus viewed to undermine this message, and

revealed instead a state that was wílling to take human life, at its own discretion.

Some abolitionist Members were advocates of rehabilitation, and their faith in the

potential for reform of the individual became part of the foundation upon which their

position on the death penalty rested:

n"":rf :ï;':i:iiï1"'""i%""1i:Håï,.iïi'å:lliåïîåi,f i,r j,n",,
even if murderers knew they.would die théy would still murdet, tÀ"y 

"r"not normal human beings. They are síck. That is what we should bé
addressing; how can we cure those who need help instead oi[irri.,gthem?(Hansard,p5333).

Abolitionists made consistent attempts at refutations of the restorationist claim that

the state possessed a 'right' to kill . For abolitionists, under no circumstances was state

sanctioned killing justifiable - the act of murder was viewed as one and the same, the

same basic action independent of whether the perpetrator was an individual or the state:

,, u 
"_ 

u,, ¡TË :ä"n :fi : i Çi * ï:i: ;ffiî lI,l 1 î,,i, hil iå 

"å: 

JJ;n " "
human life as sacred and inviolable, and if we reiog;;; tÉå rights of eachperson as primary, how can we do othen¡rise? (r-!øËarcL p.5337).

canadian law was offered as a case in point with respect to the attítude of the state

toward the preservation of human life. specifically, it was argued that changes have

occurred in the law which have resulted in a process of 'trial and execution, that is more
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complex, the effect of course being that the steps that must be taken by the state to carry

an execution through have become more numerous. ln other words, the law has made it
more difficult to execute offenders. This was regarded as a symbol of the state,s

unconditional attitude of reverence for the individual human life.

[And] that is the case, because as someone has aptly said, thouehthe justice of cod may indeed ordain that some ,ÁoJ¿ i¡ä; ,htr;ä"t;?man is altogether and always insufficient for saying *Àã tnore shall be(tlansad,p .6787).

Other Members used their ,personal conscience,as

moral like capital punishment. rn so doing, such Members

their sole guides on matters

found themselves,unable' to

another human being was wron& and that all that was needed to make this realization,

was 'a little compassion,:

counter in any way what they felt was a basic human ínstinct, the feeling that killing

r have to advise that in my heart and soul r cannot, from a moralstandpoinr, vore ro t3ke q person,s'rife. rf this goes rhrough; ;; lun n"uu'say forgive them Father, fó they know not whãi they doi w" ¿ä'tno*what we are doing (Hansa¡t p.'6789).
lf we in Canada believe that the supreme value is human life, thensociery should never repear rhe acr of the criminal (Han;C fiiöaf .

As prevíously stated, abolitionists argued that the restorationist position with regard

. .Although tho.se things are imp.ortant in considering our vote on thisissue, far, far more important, ou"*h"hingly irþoiånt, ,o much so that it

to the 'sanctity of life' was inherentry contradictory. one Member, alruding to the

importance that background social factors might have in the explanation of crime, stated

that:
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has to dominate the thinking of,everyone who makes a choice on this issue,has to be reverence for hum"an life. You cannot have a ,oii.ty where bothrespect for human life and capítal punishmenr exist. capital pî.irn"*"iì"
íts very essence undercuts thai respea for life *hi¿h l¡"r"rltr,u heart of acivilized society (Hansard,p 7 454).

The 'contradiction' identified in the passage above was also addressed by the

following Member:

l.firmly believe that human life is a gift of cod and that we have aresponsibiljty to protect it from íts inceptioñ to ¡ts end. I believe violence
breeds víolence. How can we, as a society, claim that to ãuungu unlawfulmurder, the state should resort to a seconá, t"ørt rrràL*..1 believe
that the right to life is the most fundamental nrr"n iighi . I strongly
believe that it is the state's foremost.duty to protect this"right for all citizens,not to take it. I oppose capital punishment not because l"do no*"ffi=u'the monstrousness of murdär .nd th" need to mete oui appropriate
punishment but because I believe in the absolute r"r*Ç-of fif"(¡ansad,p .7489).

The Press:

An anti death penalty stance was taken in each of the editorials reviewed.

still, the authors tended to focus on elements other than 'respect for life, in the course of

making their arguments. one editorial made an argument against the principle of the

'right of the state to kill' , by emphasizing the inconsistency of the principle of retribution

as it is applied (or not applied) in the contemporary era:

rob thos: ::;ääs ffi u: ffiñ:ll ffi ;iï:î:î;:îñ1'#i n
i.udgement should not compound the wrong uy trlinjãnoiher l¡fe(C&M, )une29,1gB7).

Sanctity of life was a topic in the articles only in the context of ,reiteration, of
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comments made by Members of Parliament during the debate in the House. Most of the

space in these articles was devoted to mere reportage of the highlights of the day,s session;

there was a tendenry to refrain from in depth analysis. For example, several articles

would best be described as 'profiles' of a particular Member which usually made note of
the Member's official position on the vote, as well as some background or justification for

the position' ln certain cases, the arguments heard in the House and documented above,

with respect to the sanctity of rife were praced verbatim within the text.

other articles were distinguished from the above by their focus on coalition

organizers' croup organízers on both sides were presented. The following statement was

made by the chairman of the National Lawyers committee of the Coalition Against the

Return of the Death penalty:

hav jnprH;*i¡:Tilfr"jåi""ïi#ff ,::,1 ji:,'în!:Ïîl;:::":iì,,iî:.
lavvful society. However,the state Áust practice what it þreaches. By killingkillers, it sends out a mixed message' p"rhrpi ti" ;r;i;Jvãtuaue atterall (C&M, Apr1B, 1gB7).

Members of the public:

The letters to the editor sections of the publications reviewed contained numerous

statements by public citizens with respect to the sanctity of human life and the important

role the issue had been praying in the debate in the House.

Again, letters were submined by coalition members, writing on behalf of their

respective organizations. The sanctity of life loomed large in these sections of the news

media. These letters are provided below.
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For abolitionists, the state's attítude toward the sanctity of life was ,ambivalent,.

According to some citizens, the state gave the impression that its attitude was one of

unconditional respect for human life - even in the case of first degree murderers. The

debate was taken by certain individuals as a symbol of the state,s uncertainty and

ambivalence, and thus served to undermine their confidence in the state. certain letters

were attempts to counsel the state on this important matter:

Life is sacred. .lf I dare say that any part of life is not sacred, then Iam opening the door for someone to say thåt any other part of life is not
sacred either, no matter who, no mattei where, Áo matår when(C&M, Apr20, 1987).

v i o r e n t 
l 

ctc Ë: li*lpi'#ïi 
d; 

;5: 5"äii ;l"l"f : ;:. J'ì 3ff *1,,,f ,il: "
very violence we all abhor. lf we do not control our violencã, who will?(C&M, Mar6, 1gB7).

Opposing arguments were lodged with respect to the question whether capital

punishment was intrinsically an act that reaffirmed the sanctíty of life or an act which

devalued human life. ln the followíng letter, an abolitionist made the case that :

' lt is just and needed to express the abhorrence of
murder'. Iijr Tpyrent really means: vengeance protects the
¡.1najV of life..This. is an illogical. and reprõhensíble claím. Taking a human
life. cheapens life. How can ãoaing 

"noihur. 
broken body balan.Ë ir,u scales

of justice? state killing is brutalizirig. we must nor regress to it (c&M,
Mar2B, 1987).

ln contrast, a restorationíst argued:

The question of what to do with people who have murdered
several citizens, and then a prison guard'as well, ought to be .ãnr¡¿"ru¿ onpragmatic as. well as moral grounds. How do we ¡uiifu the ,sanctitv of life'
by continuattyexposing peõpre to individurr *r,J kìil í"no-."*'iääprca
(OC,Apr1 3,1987).
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Abolitionists were clear on the point that the state, as representative of all members

of society, was bound to act ín accordance with the 'humane' rules of conduct which were

perceived to apply to all citizens, and was not in possession of special powers to perform

acts such as the killing of human beings. The argument was made that:

To execute is to kiil - execution is cruer and inhuman. Viorators ofjust law must.be punished, but in some manner which respecs theirpersons. Punishment whích maims, tortures, or kills can n'ever bejustified (MC, June26, 1gB7).

Thus, the state, in the eyes of abolitionists, would only show disrespect to humanity

by taking the life of an offender.

lndeed, abolitionists maintained that no one individual or body of individuals

should ever possess the right to take life. on the other hand, citízens who supported the

motion were straightforward in their justifications for the use of capital punishment as an

act that would serye to reaffirm the sanctity of life. According to restorationists, capital

punishment represented society's right to self defence. while the claim was often made by

abolitionists that restoratíonísts pursued their cause with a degree of 'morbid pleasure, -

eagerly awaiting an opportunity to execute a 'deserving' murderer, unconcerned about the

means, the letters by restorationists revealed a level of conviction but lacked the macabre

tone that the they were accused of taking by the abolitionisg. ln other words, capital

punishment was not only perceived by restorationists as just punishment in cases of

premeditated murder, it was regarded as the only real self defence mechanism it had

against enemies of society like first degree murderers.
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takes anothe/s life deserves to forfeit his own (wFp, Mar1, 1gB7).

other restorationÍsts even tried to project to a future where the arm of the law would be

unnecessary in Canada:

Most canadians dislike capital punishment, but until mankind attainspertectjgn,,the death penalty must be'used.discreerlt;il-;, a last resorr, burunflinchingly. 
.This wiil signál that society abhors ru"aàr rnd that murdererswill receive adequate punishment (OC, lular1,1gB7).

Thus, for restorationists, in a society where certain individuals are prone to irrational

behaviour and where others demonstrate 'difficulty' living in a civil fashion with their fellow

citizens, state sanctioned killing remains a necessíty, albeit an unfortunate one:

,,,,,^- .^,r,,ll^i?r:]ly 
correcr ro execure a killer? yes. ts ir morally right for akrrer to rive after he has taken a life? He had no concern for Éis i¡air, ,owhy should anyone have for him? ((MC, lvlayl, 1g}7i.

Thus, it seems on the basis of the above, that the retributíve

most consistent basis or justification used by restorationists. yet,

argument represents

underlying this view,
the

isa degree of sympathy - for victims of violent crime and their famíly members. This

suggests that citizens may subscríbe to the death penalty position at least in part as a result

of a sense of compassion regarding the victims of violent murder. This emphasis on

'identification'with the victim seems clear. fu the participants stated repeatedly, the death

penalty was a 'last resorf. Capital punishment was regarded as the only means by which a

socieÇ in 'trouble' could buffer the increasíng threat of violent victimization it was

perceived to have been facing. Ultimately, while retribution remained a frequently cíted
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justification for the return of the death penalty, Canadian citizens had the plight of victims

and their families in mind when offering this justificatíon, a fact that demonstrates that

even while advocating'destruction' of life, such citizens were motivated by human

compassion' Such concern on the part of individuals for the well being of their feltow

citizens appears to be tied to the sanctity which is accorded to the 'individual, in

contemporary society. Debate participants who advocated restoration of the death penalty

did so overwhelmingly out of a respect for human life, for the individual whose life was

lost' undoubtedly, the reverence we exhibit toward human life must relate to the

emphasis which is placed on individualísm in our culture and the tendency for

differentiation and specialization to shape a collective conscience that pertains more to

the individual than the collective. Abolitionist and restorationist participants were in

agreement about the need for society to effectively repress criminal víolence, they were

distinguished from each other by their approach to this problem. Abolitionísts were

concerned about the use of violence; capital punishment of course representative of a

sanction of the most extreme use of violence presently imaginable. According to the

abolitionists, the state was representative of society, and in this role should not be

permitted to behave in a manner deemed unacceptable for an individual member of

society.

capital punishment was viewed as an act which undermined the central societal

value of respect for the dignity of life. The sentiments of the abolitionists reflected a

concern about the need for the state, in terms of penal políry, to always behave in a

manner which is in accordance with the central values and beliefs which are held up to
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the wider public also as the foundation upon which the well being of the society

ultimately rests.
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CHAPTER FIVE: CAPITAL PUNISHMENT AND THE CIVILIZED SOCIETY

5.1 lntroduction

The discussion presented earlier on punishment and social sensibilities made

reference to the tendency for human sensibilitíes to influence the particular,style, of 
.

punishment practiced by the criminal justice system at a given time. The history of this

phenomenon revealed a secondary tendency - as human beings developed their capacity

for empathy their sensítivities toward the open display of violence and aggression were

heightened and the latter behaviours were relegated to private domains. Legal

punishment also experíenced a similar fate as the scaffold and the other props of public

torture were torn down and the recipients of the penal repression were sent instead to the

'tota¡' ¡ntt¡'ution known as the prison. Behind these walls, the hand of the state still came

down hard on its captives, while the public that remained on the outside - seeped in

denial - lived on, undisturbed. while physical punishment was outmoded some time ago,

the brutality of the state punishment remains, only now it exists in an altered form - taking

its toll on the offender by'breakin$ him down emotionally. ln this form of punishmen!

the offender ís not the only recipient - his anguish is shared by the family members whích

cannot help but experience his fate directly.

ln 1987, many of the issues that surrounded penal poliry and practice came to the

fore during the capital punishment debate. Most pertinent of these (measured in terms of
the amount of detailed discussion time during the debate) was that of the ,civilized

standard of behaviour' expected of individuals in the contemporary west and the

connection between this standard of behavíour and 'appropriate, penal poliry. Much of
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the debate involved discussions of problems such as the definition and content of

'appropriate' penal practice. The extent to which, if at all, capital punishment would ,fit,

this framework, as well as attempts by Members and the press to discover the 'essence' of

the public's response to violent crime, and debates over whether the public reaction could

be relied upon as an objective basis on which to determine penal policy and practice.

Close examination of the statements made by Members of parliament, newspaper

editors, and members of the public revealed several trends in the types of sentiments

which were expressed about legal punishment. Many different sentíments were expressed

throughouÇ ranging from passíonate rage to quiet desperation. All in all, the various

participants in the debate displayed a sense of enthusiastic interest in the questions before

them throughout. This tends to be the case whenever matters of críme and punishment

are on the agenda for debate.

The present study analyzed human sensibilities in various dimensions. Following

the model set in the earlier sections, each category of participants was analyzed in

isolation.

5.2 A Civilized Standard of Conduct

During the course of the debate, the 'civilized' standard of conduct assumed to

characterize public behaviour in contemporary socíety was often placed at the forefront.

While the Commons debate took many different turns, and covered a plethora of issues

related to contemporary justice and Canadian life generally, quite regularly these ,side,

discussions led back to the issue of Canada's status as a civilized nation. The portion of
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the study that follows presents the various ways in whích members of Canadian society

tended to 'frame'their expressive statements about legal punishment and, more

specífícally, theír thoughts about the ways in which legal punishment could be improved to
achieve a greater effectiveness, in the context of the 'civilized, society.

The sensibilities of the participants became apparent graduaily, but appropriate

conduct as an issue for debate in the House was introduced within the first few hours of
the meeting of the House on Februa ry 13. Abolitionists were the first to introduce the

idea of 'civilized conduct'. According to the views of these participants, a standard of

conduct was assumed for both the individual and the state. Restorationists were perceived

by the abolitionists as 'regressive'thinkers, unconcerned or unaware that reinstatement of

the death penalty would serve to pull Canada 'back in time'to its less civilized past. listed

below are the statements made by the various participants who were concerned about this

lowering of the standards of humaneness in the state,s conduct:

Politicians:

Civilized societies over the centuries have developed codes of lawand systems-,ollustice to provide.for.the punishment of the à"'lt. tr is not asystem based on.vengeance, retribution, b, ,"u"ng". Surely öunáau has risen
as a state beyond state enforced vengeance or state enforced
retribution (Hansa¡d, p .5227).

when we cut away from ail the peripherar arguments, the boftomline is that those who-supþort capital prhirnit,"ni are arguing that vengeance
should be rhe basís of oui criminät ;rrti." ,vrt.r, becauîe, ¡î ini¡, heart ofhearts, those who argue for capital þunishmeni tno* that there is no otherlegitimate argument ón which io base a rerurn to the J";iÀ Ë;Jry iH"rr*rdp.s2aï.

Many of the issues brought out by the above statement were reiterated and
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expanded upon during the debate. Specifically, the argument that the desire for

vengeance represents a retrograde, or regressive Çpe of emotional reactionism was stated

repeatedly during the debate. This desire for vengeance was described by abolitionists as

one of the distinguishing marks between systems of justice in the 'medieval period, and the

system which exists today - for the abolitionists, the present day Canadian justice system

was 'well beyond' the point where policies might be based on vengeance. Again the

argument was made that canada had evolved since this earlier period:

.on,d"å,xäifi:,J::iliilìåï.fiij'::J":5,5:Hï:,,#å[iî:?:""
humane- I believe that bringifg back the death p"n"tty'*ãrld once 

"g"inclose the door on thar road óf þrogress (Hansard. p.szis). 
-

fu we know from Elias, 'self control' was of course a phenomenon that was

developed ín human individuals as a result of societal pressure that discouraged the open

display of inappropriate' behaviour. The following statement accentuates the important

role that this self control of innate drives plays in the vision of society and justice offered

by contemporary politicians:

we must not.confuse an aggressive impurse, emotively produced,
with justice. such primordial, aggrãisive, .roiion"í, violent *p"*-;l-'
human nature exist, but as humãñ beings living in såciety, we must guard
against them, not indulge them (Hansand, p.SiZZ).

Thus, it was regarded as a state responsibility to act

- and therefore to suppress the human impulses that were

of humane justice.

in a rational, controlled fashion

understood to stand in the way

ln the statement provided below, an abolitionist Member alludes to the progress of
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society toward a civilized state, the mark of which was in part a progressive repudiatíon of
violence:

the¡icrï::Tifl 5,ïËå',Í;"å'xî"?',iTå''ä""';!î,",vJ,,ïjî:r,::,n'3,å?î,,
slave - to the most enlightened societíes there r,ä u"un ãn ever diminishing
recourse to execution @nsafrd, p.7 a2B).

Another abolitionis! after stating his view that capital punishment was nothing more than

vengeance, argued that the desire for vengeance itself must not, in a contemporary society,

be allowed to influence the way the justice system responds to víolent murder:

õar 
By killing in revenge, one can perhaps feel something was done to

ó.. rig of the existing anger, frustration, and'feelinp of lori, brt it is aprimitive way of dealing with murder and madnesí...it only provides a quick
emotional f¡x (Hansard, p.7a7g).

Still, other Members were even more committed to the idea that the death penalty

was a penal measure that represented a mentality of an 'earlier time,, one that was less

humane and in comparison to which the present society bears little resemblance. The

statement below serves as an example of this separation that was perceived between the

society of the present and the society of 'old':

clearly, I believe that restoring capital punishment would be a
retrogressive.st!P; By performing suèh an act, I believe we become less thanhuman, proclaiming not only thã worthlessness of the offender but ourselves
as well. Capital punishment debases and brutalizes all ro.i.ty, in my
experience (Hansa¡t p .7 4Bg).

Even while attempting to refute the argument that capital punishment is uncivilized

and retrograde, restorationists made some admission with regard to a ,civilized standard, of

behaviour in society, a standard to which most members of society conform. ln this view,
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cap¡tal punishment was regarded as the means by which eliminated its undesirables and

maintained a peaceful consensus:

o r u u, lluT, i' i fi i: #ffi:,ä",'""T :$",,1å, ;iJ :1 å : il'* :î:J; il:'åf :: : rthat society. This viewpoint rests on the false pr"rii" tr'"i r.i¡ing ü
uncivilized and barbaric. 

- 
At presenÇ killing ¡s ällowed in many

¡nstances...that of self defence. lndeed, to ãssert that judicial execution ongrounds of premedítated murder is an act of violence or barbarism is todeny socieÇ the right to ímpose a just penalty for the utt¡r"t" violation ofrhe laws designed ¡o uphord civirizéd order...ir-ransarcL p.zi+,0s).

The Press:

fu previously stated, each of the editorials reviewed in the study took an abolitionist

position' ln addition, statements were made within these articles in reference to the

uncivilized character of the debate, the retrograde nature of the act, and the motivation

for reinstatement as primariry the desire for vengeance.

The following statement is excerpted from an editorial in the clobe and Mail. The

editorial emphasized the result of the debate in 1976 and suggested that this decision to

abolísh the death penalty was a symbolic one, to the extent that it demonstrated Canada,s

general disdain for the use of violence in society. According to one writer, in 1976 Canada

abolished the death penalty because:

...it shunned adopting the methods of those it condemned, because
making all Canadians comprlcit ín the execution of criminars ask them tocompromise the sanctity of human life for the ignoble purpose of
vengeance(C&M, June29, 1gB7).

Another editorial, in the Vancouver Sun. aligned state killing with commítted

murder by an individual - each described as an example of impulsive behaviour, and in

reaction to the latter:
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....calls for the return of the noose - or the electric chair, firing
squad.s or lethal injections -.are mostly an emotional reaction, the equivalentin fact, of the crime of passion that só often results ín murder, the impulse tostrike back in revenge {VS, 1ulyZ, 1gB7).

ln another edition of the same newspaper, an editoriat speculated about the

'real reason' for the government motion, the timing of the debate, but tater switched focus,

and asked:

why does this uncivilized question keep returníng? Because itis affected by emotions. when a irorríble .r¡r" oi.rir'iá ¿o", .
knee jerk reaction demanding vengeance (VS, Feb.1 4, 1gB7).

The previous statemenÇ once again, alluded to capital punishment as a ,retrograde

act' unfit for application in the current justice system due to its connect¡on to vengeance.

The followingstatementappeared in an editorial thatwas published on July 1, the

day following the vote taken in the House. The writer interpreted the result of the vote as

a confirmation of the 'civilized', refined Canadian character - that which the abolitionist

forces were struggling so hard to preserve:

. ¡ u i r i, 
" 

d' 

t"äÍå,i,?3 
1; iil J ::.ï: :i J 5;î:*î iJ T:ffir, [ : iìil..iï,,"

be dragged back to the ugliness of execuring crimin"tr rpåãrc or
enlightenment, intelrigencé, and openness to reasoned
argument (G&M, )uly1, 1gB7).

Members of the public:

The letters reviewed in the study also expressed some concern about the extent to

which the desire for vengeance was the motivational basis for the reinstatement motion:

One letter stated simply that:
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Yet among all the letters reviewed, those that made reference to the behavioral

standard of conduct were, with the exception of the statement above, submítted by

restorationists. The following statements refer to the role of the death penalty in the

restoration of order that is interrupted by violent murder:

. Vengeance. degrades the avenger. rf canadians bring back the deathpenalty, a pall of shame wiil croud our country (MC, May29, 1gB7).

I believe that [death penarty] reinstatement woutd be the act
responsible society. Canadá, in Mr. Motherwell's words,

is a'land of peace.loving and compassionate people,. The
reintroduction of the death penalty might t.nb 

" 
signal to the world that

canada will not tolerate vioLence and tãrrorism (wËp, Mar26, 1gB7).

5.3 THE LEAGUE OF'CIVILIZED' NAT¡ONS

ln addition to the series of arguments and/or discussions about the Canadian

standard of conduct and the essence of civilized behaviour, a related line of argument was

pursued by the abolitionists that amounted to a type of 'categorization, of nations which

applied the death penalty as undemocratic and uncivílized. Nations which of couse had

abolished the death penalty were revered and presented to the restorationists as proper

role models whose examples Canada should follow.

Politicians:

ln their statements, Members divided the nations of the world

the civilized and democratic, and the uncivilized and undemocratic.

inclusion in the latter category was the use of the death penalty.:

into two categories -

The sole críteria for
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To restore.capital punishment ín canada would be an uncivilized
act.....we as canadians should look at the precedent and praaùu-oi ,ãrt orwestern industríalized countries and the o¡co, with the exception of theUníted states, which have either banned the dóath penatty o.in in".ur"-or
Belgium and lreland have not used it for a very ronþ þeriod.(Hansard.p5840)

Statements such as those provided below were designed to emphasize the

rift between nations that practíced capital punishment and those that decided against this

practice:

I now ask myserf, what reague is it that canada wants to join, what
strange unique club among the nations of the world that condone caoital
punishment that say it is all right for the stare ro t"L" u rirà u";;;;" ;'d";,not respect the dignity of man? ls this what we have now evolved to as
Lanadtansl

By reinstating capital p.unishment, we meet violence with violence, ina spirit of retribution. we will join the ranks of those countries such as
south Africa mosr lron curtain nations, and a few Third w;;il.;;;;r,
lran and saudi Arabia, where a human being is a negrigíbb q;r;iity *iãr"
life is subjea to rhe state,s pleasure (HansardY,p .7lg3i. "

,,.,^, ^1,11_o1ll 
si8nificant company the United Srares has among white

rured nations in applying the death penalty consists of the soviet únion and
South Africa. Does Canãda really bälong io that .trUa VS, f"bZO , 1gB7).

The Press:

Reference to a 'civilized league of nations' was also made in the editorials reviewed.

somewhat akin to the style incorporated by the Members of parliamen! the editorials

referred to a fundamental separation between the larger'personas, of nations which used

the death penalty and nations against iß use as a punitive sanction: the following

statement was excerpted from an editorial that chided the thirty eight u.s. states for their

practice of capital punishment:
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The statement that follows was published in an editorial that appeared two days followíng

the return of the vote; again the United states is offered as a comparison, and in

this statemenÇ is invited to consult canadian society on matters of civilized behaviou¡:

,, 
" 
.r:i,::{î"1lî if :, ugxi f"iå J: : Jîï LiFö?J,d 

: ca n ada

message will be welcomed in the United States *Ë"r" iensible people
are workíng to reverse the reintroduction of capitai Ñ"¡tü;nt in theReagan years (VS, )uly1,1gB7).

The same editorial stated later that

Canada is a peaceabre kingdom and wiil have a better chanceto remain so if it is a state that reþcts violence and barbaric
behaviour of all forms (VS, Feb2ó, ß87).

Members of the public:

several of the letters reviewed contained comparative statements of the type

described above:

I know how difficult it is for society to accept the idea of capitalpunishment in Canada because we are a world renowned humanitarian
country (WFp, Mar.23, 1gB7).

lnterestingly, the statement provided above was excerpted from a letter that

pronounced a pro death penalty position, suggesting that the author, while in favour of
reinstatement, was sensitive to the 'violent images' that the practice of capital punishment

evokes in a 'peaceable'society.

Another letter attacked the tenden o¡ for certain Members of parliament to turn to
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the United states as an example -by designing a mocking list of countries to which canada

might turn for guidance in other areas of national concern:

u"*"""'1""*i",".i,J,:i,f ;å""î: j'JiJ,îil,I.îff ifi ,iJi:î"",i'ffi raciardiscrimination, to cñ¡le oñ qr.riions relating t"ìrrá r,"rrn rights code, toEthiopia to find the solutíon to canada's curîent farm crisis. fh" p"*iói1,.î",are practically endless (C&M, May23, 1gB7).

The civilizing process ís characterized mainly by a gradual heightening in human

sensitivity' over a period of time, human beings in western society learned to behave

with grace and goodwill toward their fellow citizens, at least while occupying a public

space' ln private, life went on as it had before with innate tendencies and desires

expressed and fulfilled as they had always been.

Both Elias and spierenburg pointed out very clearly the tenden o¡ forunrefined

behaviour to become hidden from public view. spierenburg, specifically, noted the

changes in legal punishment that resulted from this heightened sensitivity of the elite and

(somewhat later) the masses.; the decline in the use of the scaffold of couse the central

focus within this process.

Throughout the debate, participants were inclined to express how the punishment

of others made them feel - the sentiments that were elícited from them, as human beings

thinking about the punishment of others. Elias argued that the indívidual in western

socieÇ had achieved a heightened level of sensitiviÇ toward others by the Modern era.

The new sensibility was also identified by the privatization of disturbing events - the

pressure exerted on individuals to refrain from performing'unsightly' behaviours in public

space' Thus, the new sensitivity was above all , representative of a higher stage of the
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individual's capacity to identify with other individuals as human. The incidence of the

higher sensitivity toward others was investigated in the present study. The purpose of the

study was to identify the thoughts and feelings of debate participants as described through

verbal or written statements. sentiments were analyzed in terms of their expressions.of

'identification with the feelings of other individuals - the extent to which such statements

might be understood as expressions of empathy or inter human understanding.

The statements reviewed may be classified or categorized into general types of

expressíve reactions to capital punishment. The first type of reaction may be classified as

'repugnance'. Statements within this category tended to make reference to the act of

capital puníshment itself. Statements made reference to execut¡on sites, methods of

execution, and the 'offensive nature of the act'. The second category may be classified as

'empathy'' statements within this category were made in reference to the experience of

víctims of violent murder and the family members of the victim. These statements were

important sources of data overall, since they were made by panícipants on either side of

the debate.

REPUCNANCE

Politicians:

statements were made by Members which referred to the 'morbidity of the debate

itself' The 'special Committee' proposed by the government was also referred to Members.

5.4
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The committee was to charged with the task of determining on the basis of interviews with
citizens, formal workshops, and research, the most appropriate means of executíon, as well

as the types of offences that would be punishable by death. The reactions of Members to
the proposal are provided below:

. .By voting for the motion the House of commons wiil agree inprinciple to the return,of capital punishment. lt will then send a committeecriss crossing canada debating thä merits ,"1t" tr;"ft" "g.insr 
rhe firing

sq u ad, electrocution agai nst hãn gin g, lethal i njectio n u!ã i n?t .uundecapítation' what a ghoulish cõmäiss¡on to send ouî colleagues on acrossrhe counrry (Hr"rrd p.S21S).

Another Member Save a more graphic description in his vision of the committee's

purpose and likely effect:

sn"ï]l?iîüiü'åï"i#*.Jf i';::,'",:¡i:Ei#,-,:î:"iJ;;597'
survíve hanging, with the only certitude being ¡f there ná"ar are ripped off.I am not prepared to considér someone beirlg in¡eaeO;;th . fatal fluidknowing that they.are about to die in agoniziäg [ain befoie
witnesses (Hansafd, p .7 47 O).

clearly, the statements above differentiate little between the methods of capital

punishmen! describing all potential forms with equal amounts of contempt and disgust.

Unfortunately, the limited incidence of such statements was detrimental for the purposes

of the study and generalizabiliry, yet, these limited cases do suggestthat individuals may

distinguish less between 'forms' of punishment when referring to capital punishment as

violent or brutal as the restorationists in the debate might have imagined.

Members who described the feelings they experienced when thinking about capital

punishment and the forms it has taken did so in a variety of different ways. The following
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statement was made by a Member who began his career as a journalist; an occupation

that allowed him to witness an execution firsthand:

,n",r,oJ,lff ;ii'''Jill#ä.Ïi'"ïå',îy;JfJy*'iî:íff Jflîî:î,*:l,.
the poles to which they were tied. An officer went abãuaôiü;;;" Ë;Ë,to finish off those that were not dead - I said to myself t¡ån, as iriy it'
today: what a cruel wasre. rt achieves nothing (Hilgd -pì.2+sol.

other Members made statements which revealed, as in the statement below, a

sense of confidence in a universal rejection of the death penalty on moral grounds of

humaneness:

I am quite prepared to spell out the reasons why I oppose
reinstatement of capital punishment and share the repugnanäå of so many
Canadians at the thought of hanging anyone, even first ã"gru"
murderers (Hansafd, p .7 650).

The following statement was made by a restorationist Member and pointed to the

distinction in levels of violence he perceived to exist between various forms of punishment.

The emphasis of course, in this statement, is on humaneness: while capital punishment is

considered an unfortunate necessity in a society which has offered no serious alternatives

to help combat crime, there nonetheless remains, at least for this Member, an obligation

for socieÇ to preserve some sense of digniÇ for itself in the method it chooses to perform

the unfortunate deed:

I agree that hanging is very gruesome. I am confident that if this
motion passes and the committee is formed that recommendations will be
made for the most humane way to deal with criminals who no tong"i 

--
deserve to live (UanSa¡d, p.7651).

The Press:
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Throughout the course of the debate various news articles appeared which

described the series of available methods of capital punishment as well as the application

of the death sanction in the united States. None of these articles explicitly stated the

autho/s position with regard to the capital punishment motion and the articles were.

presented in a an equitable manner. still, sensibilities about violence and physical torture

were expressed, and a description of these sentiments is described below:

An article appeared in the Montreal cazette on March 16 which carried the title

'cuards cannot forget Quebec's last hangind, and which described the experience of the

two prison guards on duty the night Ernest Cote, a convicted murderer sentenced to death

was placed ín the 'Death watch' ceil, and the foilowing night, on which cote was

executed' The article provides the reader with an account of the last hours in the life of a

condemned man, and a description of the final 'scene' in which the offender is led from

the Death watch cell to a trap door and seated on a chair, hands and feet strapped down

tight. one of the guards provided an account of the rast minute:

" dli:ïïi:i1 "il i.5i j",:L î:îî ff 
"î 

ïi t,îj ; $îr, 3; 
jf 

'
The chair turned a few rimes afrer it dropped . À ¡;;;'.ã[ì" ou,
and pronounced him dead (MC, Marl 6,' iglz).

The article reported 'both men said the hangings were important experiences for

them' and quoted one of the guards' personal description of the impression it made:

You don'r 
lo¡S9t rhe sound they make when they get to the

:19_:f the rope' said ihe burly orderly. A quier thud (MácËanb Mar16,
1987).
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Also on March 16, Macleans magazine did a cover story on the capital punishment

debate, and included in the coverage was an artícle entitled "when Death was a Spectator

Sporf'' The article described several of the more notoríous executions in Canadian history,

each served up as an interesting case in crowd psychology. For example, under a

subheading'Morbid', the artícle stated that :

execuriornx?ä""ffi ,.:iiii#ä::ïl'¿?:':il,îiïf üît; j,i,"r=t,î""rsf 
ora messy, lingeríng finale (VacleaÉ Mar16, 1gB7).

The article aimed, on another level, to demonstrate the similarities in the public,s

reactions to penal executions over time. The message is that people have not really

changed that much, and that, at base, the societal sensibility about legal punishment

remains unchanged - that cítizens are ¿¡s drawn to such sites as much out of ,morbid

fascination' as they were centuries before: The article described the phenomenon in the

following way:

5.5

when murderers Ronard Turpin and Arthur Lucas were hanged in
Toronto on Dec.11,1962, motorists stopped their cars outside ooå'Ja¡l as
midnìght approached. Alrhough they .oli¿ not see the hangingì*aäïr,"
jail, they were drawn to the site by ihe **" morbid fasc¡nätio"n thai-
brought their ancestors to witness the final moments of Elijah ou*t"i
146 years before fUaCleang Mar16, 1gB7).

"Who'll be the executioner?',

At various points during the debate, abolitionist participants were inclined to

challenge the attitude of penal severity exhibited by many Members of parliament and

restorationists by suggesting that human sensibilities would prevent most individuals from
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acting as the executioner. The point the abolitionists were trying to make was that the act

was far too brutal for any 'sensitive' person to carry out. These statements were framed in

the following ways:

Politicians:

o,ntnff ffi ::ii',T;.,TJ:i:1.å:ii"i.iîï:ï:,å:^,î".?:äï:J:ilåîn,
are asking us to make 

.a 
decision about pressing the button, about

administering the deadly chemical, or pöt.ntiuiíy prtting tr'! rop" around
someone's neck. I ask,them, 

.in good consciencã,'whetñer if they *"* p",
in the position in which we all aie here tonight of having to make that
decision they would bg * eager to say y.t ri they are iå iãrpona to the
public opinion polls (HansardR .7789).

Again, the use of imagery such as the 'rope' is invoked presumably to elicit

sensitivity from Members toward the idea of the death penalty, and respond by voting

against the motion. Ultimately such statements reveal the assumptions held by Members

about society's 'standards of refinement' - the image presented is taken for granted to be

universally offensive.

Members of the public:

Several letters challenged restorationist Members to assume the task of actually

performing the role of executioner. These statemenb were not dissimilar in their intended

effect from those above which relied on violent imagery to persuade Members of the

brutality of capital punishment. The following letter stated that restorationist Members
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should have been forced to commit to a perlormance of the executioner role, and the

justification for this was that:

,n",,,aålLü.iåï#:trì:î:ïår,"i","'ïJo":ïnï'jîJ,,in,ïllÍ0""0
themselves (Macleanis, Apr20, 19ù).

other letters made reference to the fact that most persons, including Members,are

generally relieved of ever having to consíder performing the duties of the executíoner. The

letter provided below made reference to the duty of the jury, and stated that if placed on

a jury in a case where a conviction could lead to a death sentence:

I would find the person innocent. r wiil not kiil. perhaps peopre
promoting the return of the death penalty should consider that
(VS, Mar6, 1gB7).

This issue of the role of the executioner was stated concisely in the following

letter, which stressed the need for restorationists to confront the issue directty:

a n o t h e ll å : :,il¿ il:l ä' îï,d i ? J îl'å:'ü ffi :i î3' :iî,å ffi Ë ?: :' fj. ",demanding the return of.the death penalty. lf this was a condition of thereturn :l tr: death penalty, how many people would still suiporr it knowingthey might have ro accepr'such a resp'oÅsibiliry? (MC, ir""nr8r,.

5. 6 The Families of the Victims

As previously noted, the ability for human beings to feel empathy - a sense of
identifícation with the emotional and psychological experience of another individual, is an

important characteristic of the 'refined behaviour' which individuals in western society

have exhibited, in progressively greater degrees, since the late Middle ages.
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This empathetic capacity was manifest during the debate most clearly in the

tendency for participants to refer to letters written by family members of victims of murder.

Throughout the debate, restorationist participants called on Members to remember the

victims' The references to these letters and the accounts of family members are provided

below.

Politicians:

During the debate, various family members of victims of violent murder expressed

their views regarding the death penalty. Some of these views were sought out by the

media and published in newspaper articles, others were expressed in letters and sent

directly to the Members of Parliament by the family members themselves. As stated

previously, the issue of bias in the criminal justice system was raised in the House of

Commons' According to Members who spoke on the issue, the criminal justice system

place an emphasis on ensuring the rights of the offender , while ín the process, tended to

neglect the family members of slain victims. One Member stated his concerns in the

following way:

what are we goi¡g to do about the 25 percent of canadians who
are tired, who have had it up to here to see thãt the victims are
never......what do we do to families of victims? what do we do with them?(Hansard. p.52a4.

The Press:

The views of family members of victims of viotent murder were presented in

newspaper articles in the Vancouver Sun and the Globe and Mail. Both articles featured
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interviews with family members of the slain victims.

Family members who supported the reínstatement motion were described as

'traumatized' and in search of just retribution. One family member stated that retribution

would only be realized with the death of the murderer, and stated ,,1 woutd kill him 
.

myself'' The same individual, the father of a young girl who was slain by an intruder while

making coffee at a friend's house, expressed his dismay at the lack of support given by the

authorities to the familíes of victims.

Yet, as the following statement reveals, the emotional turmoil experienced by family

members when a relative is slain can lead to an effort less geared toward retribution and

more toward relief of one's anguish:

His death will never compensate for it. Ten murderers wouldn't
compensate for it. There is-nothing that can satisfli my justice. So I have to,
in a sense, givg way to the feeling ihat ¡t will nevei be equalized
(VS, Marl 4, 1gB7).

ln another article, the widow of a slain police officer expressed her concerns about

lack of attention given by the criminal justice system to victims and their families:

On the fifth anniversary.of his death, a reporter phoned me up out
of the blY:.-,he was trying to shock me into sayihg something sensationai -
and said 'Did you know your husband's killer is ou"t on day pãsses?

I didn't and I didnt say anything. Bur I thought I áon't get any day
passes to see my husband. He's been õut now for ã few y"rrr.I.But I don,t
want to know anything about him. I don't want to know where he ¡s(G&M, Mar14, 1gB7).

ln other cases, family members tended to view capital punishment as retribution

lacked purpose, and identified the focal issue of the debate as one of prevention:

capital punishment won't bring my celia back. lt's treatment rather

the

that
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than punishment that,s requíred (VS, Mar16, 1gB7).

For the mother of a 19 year otd man slain while hitchhiking in Colorado by a

repeat offender, the issue was less one of human understanding and more related to logic:

. .'l feel no co.mpassion for him'she said, eyes unblinking. t,m not
against capital punishment on compassionate góunds. lts sim"ply that two
wrongs don't make a right (VS, Vail 6, 1gB7).

The importance of exercising caution whenever political speeches are studied to

determine 'expressive' or affective content cannot be understated. Despite this, the

statements documented above remain a source of knowledge about the way in which

individuals tend to feel about capital punishment.

on the basis of the statements made by participants in the debate, there seems to

be a differential in terms of the individual conceptíons of the best possible methods of

dealing with first degree murderers. Restorationists favoured 'elimination, of the problem

individuals, while abolitionists harboured an unconditional rejection of the act of murder,

on the grounds that it was action that was unsuitable for individuals and the state to

perform , regardless of the circumstances, in 'today's society'. proponents of the latter view

were inclined to criticize, or at least question the 'refinement' of the restorationists,

regarding the latter's attitudes as 'retrograde and regressive' for society. To an extenÇ these

criticisms may be understood as an indication of the refinement of human sensibilities as

described by Elias and which, at least on the basis of the outcome of the vote, seem to

have an impact on aspects of judicial policy making in this country.
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CONCLUSIONS:

This study undertook an analysis of the major themes which characterized the

capital punishment debate of 1987. The outstanding issues of the debate, those which

received most attention in terms of the detail with which part¡cipanß padded their

argumenÇ included the administration of justice in Canada, and the various problems

which the system was perceived to have endured over a long period of time. Although

such issues were discussed in the context of a search for solutions for an ineffective

criminal/penal justice administration, debate participants also provide, in their comments,

evidence of how such problems have a deeper cultural resonance, and open up basic

questions about the nature of human nature and the quality of life in Canada in the late

twentieth century.

fu prevíously discussed, the relationship between penal practice and culture works

according to a 'two way process of influence' to the extent that each helps to shape the

character of the other' Legal punishment 'depicts' the 'individual subject' in a particular

way, and these depictions have changed over time. Today, penality depicts the individual

subjea as a ward of the 'welfare state' . The state itself is depiaed as possessing the

resources to properly 'care' for individuals. Such meanings are also evident in the

depiction of the individual offender. Again, different epochs have specific ways of

interpreting the offender-subject, the most recent of which has been an emphasis on the

psychological 'needs' of the offender and the efforts which are required by the state to

bring about effective rehabilitation. Certainly the 'depictions' of the criminal offender as

an outsider were reinforced during the debate as part¡cipants tended to ,regard the
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criminal as a 'stranger' whose actions were deservíng of punishment. yet, there were also

competing views about the causes of criminal behavior - although most debaters

acknowledged the important relationship between 'social background factors, and criminal

behavior' ln spite of this, for many restorationists, the 'typical offende/ was interpreted as a

'legal subjecf, severely dangerous and deserving of retribution; indeed, many

restorationists supported a view of criminality consistent with the theorists of criminality

who enjoyed popularity in a bygone era and for whom criminal behaviour represented a

choice, and criminality was therefore chosen by an individual in possession of the ability to

make rational decisions. Clearly, for many restorationists, the current justice administration

was considered problematíc due to ¡ts inherent leniency in the treatment of offenders. For

these debaters, treatment initiatives were viewed with a sceptícal eye and ill supported.

Today, the advocates of rehabilitation continue to do battle with ardent supporters of the

death penalty, struggling to find the evidence which possesses enough persuasiveness to

tear their ideological opponents away from the death penalty position they have held with

so much passion and so much conviction for so long.

This study has also shown that the 'retributivist argument' occupied a central place

in the 1987 debate- while many arguments supporting the death penalty were built on

belíefs about the soundness of the retributive stance, there was much opposition to this

trend in thought. Abolitionists made an effort to show compassion to the victims of violent

crime referred to by restorationists in their argumenß, but maintained that penal poliry

which relied on retribution as its sole foundation was outmoded.

Vengeance has a profound historical base - examples of vengeful behaviour abound
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in the sacred texts of the world's major religions, and the Judaeo christian tradition, in

particular, has of course performed an extraordinary role in shaping modern western

culture' The vengeful component to the practice of legal punishment has been observed

from several viewpoints in the social sciences - yet all of these tend at least to an extent, to

emphasize the 'perennial' aspect of vengeance, the urge to retaliate seems to have always

been present ín western socieÇ. According to Durkheim(1933, p.90):

The nature of punishment has not changed in essentíals. All that we can sav
is that the need for vengeance is better direaeä today than rrãi"t"r"rä. 

'ä" 
ip¡rotof foresight which has bêen aroused no longer leaves the field so free for the blindaction of passion. lt contains within it certail limits ; it is opposed i; J;;J """"

violence, to unreasonable savaging. More clarified, ii a"p"nãi iÀ5 on chance. oneno longer sees it turn against tñe i-nnocent to r"náiiy it ält. srrìi neveftheless
remains the soul of penality...

To be sure, sentiments and opinions expressed by debate participants served to

confirm Durkheim's principle: although the forms which punishment assumes change over

time, and the culture outlaws what it comes to regard as 'abominable', the underlying

motivation for punishmen! as interpreted through the statements of certain debate

participants, remains, revenge. Throughout the course of the debate participants revealed

their deepest sentiments with respect to the offenders acß and what they regarded as just

compensation for the crime. Newman and Marongiu (1990) analyzed the complex role of

vengeance in satisfuing private and public desires for justice. The relationship between

aggressor and victim requires a 'third party' which represents a shared acceptance of social

control - thus persuading the individual member of society who understands the rage felt

by a victim of violence that violence cannot be used in retaliation ,except within the

constraints of the law'. However, it is also the case that when a 'lone avenger, and/or a
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public contingent is of the impression that 'legitimate' or legal punishment is inadequate to

achieve justice, violent acs of retaliation may be applauded. since vengeance is likely to

remain a part of our society, and is perhaps caught up in some way with our need for

securíty, as a society we might forever engage in a struggle between Justice, and ,orde/.

Most importantly, while the use of the retributive argument and the emphasis on

revenge was restricted to those who supported the motion, abolitionists were not

unmindful of the need for revenge, and acknowledged their own ,instinctual, proclivity

toward retribution for murder. Yeq abolitionists were careful to point out that the system

of justice in Canada had in their view, progressed beyond the point where vengeful

reactions were suitable. These instinctual responses were regarded as the mark of a less

civilízed sensibility, one based less on rational thought and apt to succumb to the will of

the instinct.

Clearly , acting on one's vengeful desires is a form of action at odds with the

sensibilíties which many in this society have come to regard as their own. vengeance has

become what Jacoby (1983) has referred to as an 'illegitimate concept,. ln comparison to

Justíce', which fits with the modern 'code of civilized behaviour, vengeance ,makes 
us turn

away' reminding us of aspects of ourselves which make us feel shame. Thus, part of the

challenge to contemporary justice, perhaps, is in striking a balance between our impulse to

retaliate and restraint, whenever one is harmed in society. Such social ambivalence

characterized the debate on capital punishment to the extent that debaters were engaged

in an effort to maintain balance between what instinctually feels necessary and the

demands for restraint provided by the cultural sensibilities which we have acquired.
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lndeed, abolitionists were quick to offer the poínt that the current system of justice can not

tun on 'gut instinct,.

The previous discussion demonstrated some of the ways in which the evolution of

human sensibilities or the 'heightened sensitívity'toward violence has had a marked impact
t,

' 
on the'soul'of penality. Yet, the themes which characterized the debate of 19Bz have

called attention to developments in penality on a more universal level, some of which

have been addressed by the late French philosopher Michel Foucault in his text Discipline

and Punish:The Birth of the prison (1977). Foucault understood punishment as a series of

', 
'disciplinary mechanisms' which were exercised over the human body and used in the

interest of power. The body/knowledge/power were the fundamental concepts ín a

structure of domination over the whole of the social body. The transformation in penal

. justice which began in the eíghteenth century was reflective of a qualitatíve shift in the

, turget of punishment away from the physical body and toward the offender,s soul. penality
1

] btcame concerned more with correction than punishment and developed a knowledge of

' the individual offender with the help of experts like psychiatrists, social workers, and

, criminologists. These experts symbolized the penality's transformation yet the body
a

, 
tontinued to be subjected to discipline - in the prisons, which became the primary penal

sanction' The apparent failures of the prison are reinterpreted as 'positive, effects since the

, Prison operations allowed for a greater control over individual behavior. Thus, the

, 
Onowledge about the delinquent acquired by experts who studied their subject ín tandem

, 
*tth the prison's rise to prominence . The school and the military have adopted the

' techniques of control utilized in the prison, and thus, the institutions are enmeshed;
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contemporary society has become a type of 'carceral continuum', whereby individuals are

subject to a form of power that ís 'at once constant and everywhere'. The processes by

which individuals are punished, educated and cured in contemp olary society have

become disturbingly símilar. The implications of this 'carceral continuum, is the tendency

for legal puníshment to require less justification for its operations - certainly far less than

was required when itwas widely perceived as a coercive institution (carland,1990).

The canadian capital punishment debate of 1987 addressed a variety of issues

peftaining to the 'ineffectiveness' of the criminal justice system and the need for reform of

various current programmes. ln spite of this, debate participants were on the whole quite

accepting of recommendations for alternative measures which tend to operate as

additional mechanisms or sanctions as opposed to replacements for current programmes

and thus serye to enhance the process which has been referred to as ,widening the net, of

criminal justíce (Cohen,1 985).

lndeed, sentiments and opinions expressed during the debate of 1987 revealed that

the Canadian public was characterized by some strong convictions with respect to the

issue of capital punishment and the future role of this sanction in Canadian criminal

justice' Ye! Canadians also exhibited a lack of concern with respect to other disturbing

trends in contemporary penal justice.

Christie (1993) has argued that the crime control industry in Western nations has

continued to expand in the last several years and will continue to do so unless a

concentrated effort is undertaken to halt this process. Crime control is an industry which

has no lack of raw material - indeed we have no limits as to what may be seen as crime in
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society' ln this sense we have moved far from earlier periods during which the control of

undesirable acts was performed primarily through informal social control. Since crime

control is an industry which is profit generating and serves ratíonal industrial interests, it

endeavours to capitalize on our lack of communíty ties and 'control those who would

disturb the process by which unequal access to paid work and the unequal distribution of

wealth ís made possible'(Christie,1993). lndeed, these trends will continue, potentially

leading to a situation where entire classes of undesirables are controlled in prisons, or

perhaps even the construction of Western style Culags. Civen that punishment is ,not

simply a reaction to evil deeds, that it does not effect the crime level where we place the

punishment level, and that law is no naturar instrumentfor management,(Christie, 1993)

we are left without clear guidelines as to what we should consider a suitable amount of

pain in society. The solution is not to be found in a greater reliance on ,utility theories,,

which tend to emphasize 'strong unquestioned authorities', at times informed by the word

of Cod, at others by one claiming to be a spokesman for the Almighty (Hitler of course

made decísions about aspects of ,official, cultural expression). lnstead, principles of justice

should be ínterpreted as 'concrete formulations' - culturally given expressions which are not

fixed for all time but require constant recreation. ln this way, each individual is afforded

the opportuniÇ to act as a moral agent. Legal principles will be set by the common

knowledge that is inherent in each generation. Only through this shared process will legal

punishment be a true reflection of societal values and collective understanding (Christie,

1993).

Legal punishment continued to preoccupy scholars and politicians well after the
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close of the debate in 1987. Whíle the restorationists, upon defeat, retreated to their

coalitions (later to resurface with the media presentations of the trials of heinous criminals)

convictions remain intact and calls for'more severe punishment have been presented by

the media as representative of sentiments of large numbers of Canadians. lndeed, !h"
search for'suitable' processes of punishing legal offenders ( as well as the determination of

an 'appropriate' amount of paín distribution) is likely to continue for some time. ln the

years following the capital punishment debate of 1987, penal issues continue to produce

ambivalent responses and challenge the sensibilities of a public that is often unaware of

the 'harsh' realities of contemporary penal pratice and the human suffering which it

provokes.

The outcome of the 19BZ debate was undoubtedly a product of the participation of

lay persons and experts alike who were stringent in their beliefs and possessed a strong

desire to influence their peers in a constructive way. Whíle no clear solutions were

provided for contemporary problems of penal justice any exercise in public discourse is

beneficial to society. Civen the resurgence of interest in penal severity of late, as

Canadians we could perhaps be in line for yet another debate on the death penalty. ln

light of what has been presented, those who assume the task of debate would do well to

approach the issue with careful consideratíon of the manifold ways in which the instítution

of punishment reflects back upon the society that created it, and which it is always in the

process of redefining..
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